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Previews Of 'Tom
Tom Sawyer (John Hassell) tricks
his friends (Todd Bartlett Billie
Bazzell and Joshua Bartz) into
whitewashing his Aunt Polly's fen-
ce.
lnjun Joe (John Taylor) and Muff
disagreement
Tom Sawyer (John Hassell) cour-
ting Becky Thatcher (Leda Umar).
Potter (Gary Brockway) have a
awyer
The Community Theatre's
Production of "Tom Sawyer" will be
presented this Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday evenings at 7:30 p.m.
at the new City-County Park. The
site of Calloway County's first
courthouse will be the setting for the
adaptation of Mark Twain's beloved
story. The old courthouse will
actually be used as one of the sets in
this production, with much of the
action taking place directly in front
of the landmark.
Shown here rehearsing several of
the scenes in the play is the cast
which includes:
Tom Sawyer - John Hassell, Sid
Sawyer - Mark Austin, Alfred
Temple - Billy Phillips, Ben Rogers -
Glen Olson, Jim Hollis - Todd
Bartlett, Huckleberry Finn - Billie
Bazzell, Jr., Hoe Harper - Brian
Bartz, Amy Lawrence - Michelle
Jarrett, Janie Hardin - Amy
Spencer, Gracie Miller - Mary
Morris, Susan Harper - Emily Dunn,
Becky Thatcher - Leila Umar, Aunt
Polly - Leesha Hazel, Mrs. Thatcher
- Barbara Blivin, Mr. Dobbin -
Bryan Thacker, Muff Potter - Gary
Brockway, Injun Joe • John Taylor.
Sheriff - William Phillips.
Members of the cast appearing as
townspeople include Jennifer
Hammat, Karen Hainsworth,
Whitney Taylor, Julie Bartlett, Kim
Baker, Meleah Paschall, Marcia
Grimes, Lisa Russell, Amanda
Dunn, Wacy Harrington, Joshua
Bartz, Talise Harrington, Brent
Priddy and Page Bailey.
Admission for this production t-
one dollar for adults and young
people. Everyone is invited to come
out and see this unique show.
NstmastowaitatimailialtaWaSP
Photos By Kaye Peebles
Court Rules Insurance Not
Required For Doctors, Hospitals
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP).— The state
Insurance Department may have--to
draft new medical malkactice
insurance legislation for consideration
by the 1978 General Assembly as a
result of a ruling by the Kentucky
inside today
Supreme Court.
The high court ruled Tuesday that the
state cannot require physicians and
hospitals to carry malpractice —
insurance. The decision threatens to
undermine the state's program for
One Section — 10 Pages
Kind gentle words and thoughtful deeds have made
Flossie Mercer one of Murray's most beloved citizens.
Mrs. Mercer is the featured cook in this week's Cooking
Corner, on Page 13 of today's issue.
An annual electric bill of $102.60? Sounds impossible,
but that was the amount paid for electricity for one year in
one of TVA's -Super Saver" homes. See the details on
Page 13 today.
rain likely
Rain likely tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight near 70.
Highs Thursday in the mid to
upper 80s. Winds southerly to 10
miles an hour tonight. Rain






















dealing .with soaring malpracti.4:
insurance rates.
The high court invalidated tw'
sections of the 1976 Medi( al
Malpractice Law, affirming in part
reversing in part a Franklin Cir,
Court decision.
The law, enacted by last yea' -
legislature in an effort to deal +.4,t
rising malpractice premiums and a
shortage of insurance carriers
required each physician and hospita: t,,
maintain professional liabl:p
coverage of $100,000 per case alA
$300,000 per year.
The law, which went into effect last
July, also made physicians and
hospitals members of a Patients
Compensation Fund, physicians and
hospitals are assessed 10 per cent of the
premiums they paid for commercial
coverage to finance the fund.
Claims would be paid from the
general fund if not covered by tht-
compensation fund.
State Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGuffey said the court's
decision means that doctors and
hospitals will not be required to carry
malpractice insurance. Most, however.
will continue to do so, McGuffey said.
and will find that the insurance
market, for coverage over $100,000 or
$.300,000 is alMost nil for doctors in
Kentucky:
See MALPRACTICE,
Page 12, Column 4
Hospital Board Accepts
Bid On Medical Building
The low bid of $135,341 from Crouch
Construction Co. was accepted last
night by the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners as
the next step was taken toward the
completion of a medical arts building.
The bid is for site preparation and
excavation, and will include the
concrete for the first floor and
everything underneath, including all
mechanical and electrical materials, as
well as rough grading and other work
needed to begin above ground
construction.
The board appeared pleased with the
bid, which is at least $5,000 below what
had been estimated. That portion of the
project had been estimated at $168,000,
which also included some blacktopping
work, which the Crouch bid does not
include. The blacktopping is estimated
at about $25,000.
The bids were opened Thursday at
two p. m., and presented to the board
last night.
Groundbreaking on the medical arts
iIdhiiii set for Thursday at one p. m.
The building is scheduled for
completion in March, 1978.
In other matters pertaining to
construction, the board heard a report
from hospital administrator Stuart
Poston, who said that the construction
now underway on the hospital is still
behind schedule. He noted that a
$227,000 payment is being withheld and
that he hopes this will get things
moving more quickly. He noted that
some progress has been made in the
last month; all the steel is in place with
only welding to be done on that part of
the project. The builders are ready for
Council Faces
Short Agenda
A relatively short agenda is in store
for the regular meeting of the Murray •
Common Council Thursday at 7:30 p.
m.
The only items on the agenda,
released today, are the second readings
of two ordinances and the employment
of one patrolman for the Murray Police
Department.
One of the ordinances, which will be
enacted if approved on second reading,
sets the city tax rate for 1977 and the
other creates a limited business ( B-4 )
classification in the city zoning code.
School Board To
Meet On Thursday'
The Murray City School Board will
hold its regular meeting Thursday at
7:30 p. m. at the board office.
Included on the agenda will be the
consideration of continuing the policy of
paying certain bills prior to the board
meeting in order that discounts may be
taken and services not interrupted;
authorization of participation in
various federal projects' for the next
school year; consideration of a film
library contract for next year;
consideration of bids on the 1978 high
school - yearbook; perso.inel
recommendations, and the
superintendent's report, which will
include the 1977 property tax list and
the status of the general budget.
The meeting is open to the public.
Burglary Reported
At Local Station
Murray City Police are investigating
a reported burglary at the Racer
service station last night, according to
department reports.
Investigating officers said entry was
gamed by removing a window on the
side of the building. According to the
investigation report, $117 in cash was
missing.
Prince Reappointed
reappointed to the Kentucky Arts
Commission by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Waitman Taylor of Owensboro was
the only new appointee to the
commission. Tayior will replace B.
Hudson Milner, Louisville, who
resigned.
Al Smith, Russellville, will serve as
chairman, and Mary Broecker,
LaGrange, is vice chairman of the
commission.
the concrete on the south wing, and the
construction on the roof of the south
wing will begin soon.
The annual audit from the firm of
Richardson and Trevathan was
approved by the board.
The audit showed a net profit of
$317,000 for the past fiscal year, all of
which, and more, will be,needed to
make bond payments i-n the hospital
construction, according to Poston.
The audit also showed salaries paid
over the past year of $2,273,000.
"I think the liOard is to`Pbe
commended for its operation of the ,
hospital," accountant Bethel
Richardson said. "Especially in the
light of rapidly rising prices on expense
items."
General liability insurance was
discussed by the board, but no action
was taken. A quote for insurance was
listed at $7,422, but would not cover
patients or staff members.
Board Chairman John Scott
appointed a committee of Martha
Broach, Harold Hurt, and John
:Youngerman to investigate the quote
and report to the board at the next
meeting.
Arts And Crafts Festival Set
The eighth annual Arts and Crafts Festival will be held Saturday and Sun-
day, June 25-26, 1977, at TVA's Land Between The Lakes, the 170,000-acre
public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Sponsored by the Murray Art Guild and Land Between The Lakes, the
festival-will-be locatedin-the-Ermironmentaf ExhicationCenterand-upen to
the public from 9 a. m. until dusk both days.
According to Cynthia Peterson, treasurer for the Art Guild, approximately
200 exhibitors from 13 states have registered to exhibit their original works
during the two-day event. Those states represented are: Tennessee, Indiana,
IlliOrliS, Kentucky, Missouri, Oklahoma, Alabama, Florida, Michigan, Kan-
sas, Ohio, Mississippi, and Arkansas.
Exhibits include paintings, wood carvings, puppets, sculpture, jewelry.
and pottery, along with other arts and crafts.
For additional information contact TVA, Land Between The Lakes,
....Golden Pond, Ky. 42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
Hubbard Urges House Members
To Sign Anti-Busing Petition
U. S. Representative Carroll
Hubbard today urged that an additional
28 House members sign an anti-busing
discharge petition giving busing
opponents enough names to force a
House vote on an anti-busing bill.
Hubbard said 190 House members
had signed a discharge petition filed
last March 15 by U. S. Rep. Ron Mottl,
which attempts to discharge the House
Judiciary Committee from further
consideration of HJ Resolution 19,
legislation to amend the U. S.
Constitution to prohibit busing of
children to any school other than the
school nearest a student's residence.
Hubbard, an associate House whip,
made his appeal at a House speech this
morning. He says he is sending a letter
today to the 225 House members who
voted last Thursday in favor of a
Mottl's-sponsored anti-busing
amendment to the Labor-HEW
appropriations bill. Mottl's amendment
passed the House 125-157.
Hubbard's letter to the 225
representatives comniends those who
have signed the discharge petition and
urges those who have not signed the
petition to do so.
WKRECC Annual Meeting To
Be Held In Mayfield July 9
MAYF'IELD — The 9th annual
Members' meeting of the West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
will be held Saturday, July 9 at 3 p. m.
at the cooperative's headquarters
building, 1218 West Broadway, in
Mayfield.
The cooperative serves the counties
of Graves, Marshall, Calloway and
Carlisle, providing nearly 25,000
members with low-cost TVA electrical
power.
Board members whose terms expire
this year and who were recently
nominated for re-election include A. D.
Willingham, Graves County, and Ralph
Edrington, Carlisle County.
J. D. Wall, Calloway County, has
been nominated to replace his father,
0. S. Wall, a member of the original
board and presently secretary.
treasurer of the cooperative.
Members are permitted to submit
additional nominations by petition in
advance of the annual meeting and-or
make nominations from the floor, a
spokesman said.
H. N. Stroud. assistant general
manager of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, Knoxville, will be the guest
speaker, and reports will be presented
by the co-op's president, Jeffrey
Howard, Graves County, and general
manager, John Edd Walker.
Attendance prizes will be awarded at
the conclusion of the meeting.
Clean Air Lawsuits
Filed Against TVA
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP The
Tennessee Valley Authority was sued
today in federal courts in three states
by a coalition of environmental groups
in perhaps the largest citizen-
enforcement action ever under federal
clean air laws.
The suits charged the nation's largest
utility has failed tO comply 'Tyith the
federal Clean Air Act on sulfur dioxide
emissions at 10 of its 12 coalfired
generating plants in the three states.
The suits were filed this morning in
Knoxville, Chattanooga, Nashville,
To Arts CommissiorouMe .s, Birmingham, Ala., and
aducah, Ky.
Dr. Joe N. Prince of Murray has been Dean H. Rivkin, the attorney
representing the environmental
groups, said the suits are aimed at
forcing TVA to comply with the law as
soon as possible
TVA has waged a three-year
battle—going all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court—with the federal
Environmental Protection Agency over
the sulfur dioxide limits allowed at the
10 plants.
"We're talking about millions of tons
of SO2 being emitted in v • I if th,
law," Rivkin said. I think its tn,
largest citizen enforcement eff,ort r•vf,f
brought under the clean Air Act It,
commensurate with the miwnitud,,, ,;f
violations and the size of the unlit.
Rivkin said the clean air as require,
that the suits be filed in the fede[ ii
court closest to th‘, individual pl,ints
named in the complaint.
The Knoxville suit deals only with
TVA's Kingston plant The government
utility's Watts Bar plant is the subject
of the Chattanooga suit and the Allen
plant is named in the Memphis suit.
The Birmingham suit deals with two
Alabama plants. Colbert arid Widows
Creek, and the Kiducah suit involves
two TVA plants in Kentucky Shawnee
and Paradise
The Nashville suit focuses three
oal-fired o'neratinit plants.
Cumt>erland. Gallatin and Johnsorulle
Johnsonville, Shawnee, Widows
Creek and Kingston are the plants most
out of compliance with the law,- Rivkin
See TVA.
Page 12. Column 5 ,
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Wednesday, June 22
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include medicinal
plant walk at campground
bath house at 10:30 a. m., air
hockey tournament in game
room at 130 p. in., pool ex-
travaganza at hotel pool at
2:30 p. m., fishing derby for
children at hotel playground
at 4:30 p. m., fishing seminar
in hotel meeting room at seven
p. in., and sing-a-long in hotel
garden room at 8:30 p. m.
Thursday, June 23
Circuit Court Clerk's office
will be closed for the day and
no road tests will be given.
Magazine Club will have a
potluck luncheon at the home
of Mrs. William S. Major at
twelve noon.
Junior golf will be at
Murray Country Club at nine
a. in.
Teens Social for ninth
through 12 th grgdes at Oaks
Country C1ut•e:0 al be from
eight to e'ie.n p. m. with
Cheryl D.c.e.y, Linda Adams,
and Burlene Brewer in charge
of arrangements.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
Senior Citizens activities with
singing at 10:05a. m., monthly
clean-up at 11:45 a. m., lunch
----art noon, And tabl ga nes -at—
one p. m.
Thursday, June 23
Circus performances will be
at six p. m. and eight p. m. at
the Central Shopping Center
with the proceeds to go to
Fraternal Order of Police
projects.
Tom Sawyer. will be
presented by the Community
Theatre at the new city-county
_park at 7:30 p. m.
North Calloway yearbooks
will be sold from eleven a. m.
to one p. m. at school.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
discovery walk starting at
Center Station at 3:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include treasure
hunt on hotel porch at 10:30 a.
m., decoupage at recreation
room at 2:30 p. m., ping pong
tournament at 3:30 p. m.,
dinosaur egg hunt in front of
hotel at 4:30 p. m., water-
melon seed spit on hotel
terrace at 5:30 p. m., slide
presentation on Kenlake State
Park in hotel meeting room at
seven p. m., and Lakeside
Singers concert at hotel




directed by Prof. Irma
Collins, will open at Murray
State University and continue
through Saturday.
Friday, June 24
Murray Chapter of NARFE
and auxiliary will leave at ten
a. m. for the bus trip to
Brandon Springs in Land
Between the Lakes.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and fun night
at six p. m.
North Elementary year-
books will be sold from eleven
a. m. to one p. m. at the school.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include soccer at
campground bath house at
10:30 a. m., macrame at hotel
meeting room at 2:30 p. m.,
frisbee fling at campground
bath house at 3:30 p. m.,
scavenger hunt on front porch
of hotel at 4:30 p. m., and
square dance and lessons at
hotel tennis court at eight p
m.
Second performance of Tom
Sawyer by Community
Hardin Senior Citizens work Theatre will be at new city-
day  will  be frp_m 9:30 a. m. to county park at 7:30 p. m.
three p. m.
I 7:25,9:10















Twilight golf with Dick Orr
as chairman will be at tht
Murray Country Club at 5:45
p. m.
Saturday, June 25
Arts and Crafts Festival
with over 200 exhibitors will be
nine a. m. to dusk at the
Environmental Education
Center in Land Between the
.,Lakes.
First United Methodist
Church Senior High outing to
Panorama Shores will be from
ten a. m. to four p. m.
Wedding Vows
Are Planned
The wedding vows of Miss
Pamela Wear Churchill,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald W. Churchill, Jr., of
Middleburg Heights, Ohio,
and Stephen Dale DeVoss, son
of the Rev. and Mrs. John M.
DeVoss of Titusville, Fla., will
be solemnized on Saturday,
June 25, at seven p.m. at the
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Performing the ceremony
will be the groom-elect's
father.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the Fellowship
Hall of the church.















All Tops, Jeans, Jumpsuits,
Jackets, Overalls
the gallery
Dixieland 1309 Chestnut St.
11, Shopping Center unlimited Murray, Ky.
Miss Georgia Elkins Honored
Miss Georgia Elkins, June
25th bride-elect of Terry
Turner, was honored with a
household shower on Monday
evening, June 13, in the
community room of the
Peoples Bank North Branch.
The hostesses for the oc-
casion were Mrs. Sheila
McGinnis, Mrs. Judy Jones,
Mrs. Eva McDermott, and
Mrs. LaDon Haley, who
presented the honoree with a
corsage of kitchen items
arranged by Mrs. McGinnis.
The hostesses also presented
her with a gold quilted bed-
spread.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D.
Mohler of Murray Route One
are the parents of a baby boy,
Michael Daryl, weighing
seven pounds five ounces,
measuring 191/4 inches, born
on Sunday, June 19, at 3:34
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is self employed
as a car dealer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Mohler, Owen- .
sboro, and Mr. and Mrs.
James H. McKinney, 1913
Westwood, Murray. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Mohler, Kirksey
Route One, Mrs. Bessie
Wadkins, Murray Route One,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ross,
Murray Route One. A great
great grandmother is Mrs.





























Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jennings, Bahama Drive, Hopkinsville,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
oldest daughter, Renee, to Gary Grace, son of Mrs. Shirley
Grace of Hopkinsville and Jewell Grace of Geneva, Ohio.
The bride-elect will be a senior at the high school in the fall
where she has served as an officer of the Future Homemakers
of America Chapter and was FHA Sweetheart. She is em-
ployed at the Hopkinsville Sewing Center. Her grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Jennings and Mr. and Mrs. Nolan
Adams, all of Murray.
Mr. Grace, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Grace of Hopkin-
sville and the late Mr. and Mrs. Richard Taylor, attended
-Ghristian-Caunty-HighSchooLanclisemployetlitt tbt Hopkin-
sville Sewing Center.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, July 72, at 7:30
p.m. at the Little River Park, Hopkinsville. A reception will
follow. All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wed-
















Casual Values to 530 00
Shoes '69° to
The register table was
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered with a rose. Mrs.
Haley presided at the register.
Games were played with
Mrs. McDermott as the
director, and with Miss
Francie Elkins, Mrs. Marian
Elkins, and Mrs. Sheila
McGinnis as the winners of the
prizes who presented them to
the honoree.
After opening the many
lovely gifts, refreshments of a
variety of cookies, nuts,
mints, and punch were served
by the hostesses from a
beautifully decorated table
draped with a yellow printed
lace cloth and centered with
an arrangement of roses from
the garden of Mrs. Raymond
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Non.
Brown Home Scene Coffee
Held For Selwyn Schultz
The home of Mrs. Robert E.
Brown was the scene of a
coffee held in honor of Miss
Selwyn Schultz, bride-elect of
Richard Craig Parker.
Mrs. Brown, Mrs. William
S. Sams, and Mrs. George T.
Lilly were the gracious
hostesses for the special oc-
casion.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a beige dress.
She and her mother, Mrs.
Fred Schultz, were presented
with hostesses' gift corsages
of daisies. The hostesses also
presented her with a copper
tea kettle as a wedding gift.
Refreshments were served
at the beautifully appointed
dining room table overlaid
with a beige linen cloth and















Guests included members of
the bride-elect's sorority,
Sigma Sigma Sigma, along
with Mrs. Schultz and Mrs.




Pairings for the Pro Group
of the Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday, June 24, at 9:30
a.m. have been released as
follows:
Corinne Stripling, Shirley
Homra, Sue Overbey, and
Ramey Apperson.
Lois Keller, Judy Carroll,
Patsy Oakley, and Nancy
Whitiner.





'Artificial Arrangements *Decorator Items







Double Weddi g Is Planned
Miss Margaret Jean Bridges
and Ronny Hale Hawkins
iss Brenda Sue Jones
and John Phillip AllenMr. and Mrs. L. G. Jones of Cadiz Route Four and Jesse A. Bridges of Cadiz Route Three announce the forthcoming con-current marriage of their daughters, Brenda Sue Jones and Margaret Jean Bridges, respectively, to John Phillip Allen,son of Mr. and Mrs. J. L Allen of Cadiz Route Three. and Ronny Hale Hawkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hawkins,also of Cadiz Route Three. Miss Bridges is also the daughter of the late Mrs. Bridges.
Miss Jones is a 1974 graduate of Trigg County High School and is currently employed by the Kentucky Farm BureauClaims Office at Hopkinsville. Her fiance, Mr. Allen is a 1973 graduate of Trigg County High School and is employed by thePepsi-Cola General Bottlers, Inc., of HopkinsvWe. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fennell of Murray Route Two.Miss Bridges is a 1974 graduate of Trigg County High School and is a senior home economics major attending MurrayState University. Her fiance, Mr. Hawkins, also a 1974 graduate of Trigg County High School, is employed by Cadiz SpringProducts.
The double wedding is planned for Friday, August 12, at seven p. m. at the Liberty Point Baptist Church at Cadiz. Allfriends and relatives are invited to attend.
The Japanese avoid using the word "return" at a wed-ding lest it lead to the return (divorce) of the bride.
A 7he
Steio .earlder
Open Mon. through Sat. 10-4 
Bel-Air Shopping CenterExcept Fri, Open 10-8
Famous Name Brands















































Reg. 30.00 to 60.0090 asal 5
Group Shorts
(Boys & Girls)




A Murray woman has been
elected to be one of 24 Ken-
tucky women representing the
state at the nationwide In-
ternational Women's Year
Conference to be held in
Houston, Tex. in November.
Kizzie Cantrell, Counselor
Co-ordinator Special
Programs at Murray State
University, was elected by
women attending the state
International Women's Year
Mule Cantrell
Conference held in Lexington.
There were more than 900
Kentucky Women as voting
delegates at the conference
and several hundred more in
attendance.
Resolutions developed by
the women of Kentuck-y, in
addition to those developed at
the national conference, will
be presented to President
Carter, Cantrell said. She
added that she is proud to be a
part of a movement that she
feels is making real headway
in the attainment of women's
Workshop
FHA Held
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers oE.America held
their summer workshop on
Friday, May 27. in the Home
Economics Lopartment of the
school.
Vicki Carraway, the
presiding officer along with
the other officers evaluated
the chapter for the year Old
officers explained the duties to
the new officers and helped
them to get acquainted with
FHA.
New officers for the 1977-78
school year as follows:
Tena Eldridge. president:
Charlotte Coursey, first vice-







Karen Walker, song leader;
Susan Byars, recreational
leader; Pam Sills, devotional
leader.
Nineteen members and two
advisors, Bess Kerlick and
I,ucy Forrest, were _present.
rights to freedom of choice
over their destinies and their
own bodies.
Cantrell is a member of the
National Women's Political
Caucus, National
Organization for Women, Pro
ERA Alliance, the Kentucky
Personnel and Guidance
Association and the College
Personnel and Guidance
Association.
Other Murray women at-
tending the state conference
were Cynthia Linear, Diane
Hill, Linda Cunningham and
Betsy Mitchell.
Weatherford Home Scene Of
Recent Family Reunion
The family of A.C. Vickie Weatherford, ot
Weatherford, Sr., held a Alma, Mr. and /andrareunion on Sunday, June 2, `wn"""', Mr. .`"—at thehomeof Mr. and him John Weatherford and
A.C. Weatherford, Jr., of TalurnY, and Mr. and Mrs
Wingo, route 1. I A.C. Weatherford, Jr., all of
Attending were: Mr. and__ Wingo,
Mrs. Ralph Fleming, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Warren, Michigan, Mr. and Brann, Dan and Dave andMrs. Jesse Weatherford, Susan Snyder, of alba, Mr.
and Mrs. Frankie Ellis,
PERSORALS)
LOCKE GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Scott
and daughters, Nancy and
Mary of Dailey City, Calif.,
and Mrs. Joan Wolforth of
()Mole, Calif., have been the
guests of their mother, Mrs.
Hazel Locke, Hale's Trailer
Court, Murray, and their three
brothers,, Bobby. Gene. and
Tommy lAicke and families,
and sister„ Mrs. Dorothy
Pridemore. The Scott faintly
was enroute home after
having been at Annapolis,
Md., for the graduation of
their son and brother. Steve
Scott from the Naval
At ademy.
kbchelle and Alan, of South
Fulton, Thin., Mr. and Mrs.
David Weatherford and
Kim, of Paducah, Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Weatherford
and Jason, Sikeston,
Missouri, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Weatherford, and Mr. and
Mrs. Alan Jones and
Valleri, from Murray.
Other members of the
family attending from
Wingo were Mr. and Mrs.
W.C. Weatherford, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Jones, Joyce,
Tim, Denise, and Rhonda,
Mr and Mrs. Donald
Oldham, John and Julie,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Weatherford and Kellie,




I have a limited number of new
Designer Sheets
By Oleg Cassini, Dior, Barbara D'Arcy, plus
Vera 8, Anne Kleine. These lovely sheets are
made by Martex, Wamsutta & Burlington.
Included in the selections are the Bakuba
Animal Prints and the Stewart Plaid by Martel',
the Dior Rose and Lilly of the Valley, plus more
of the number one Best seller Dessert by
Burlington.
Quantity is limited so hurry!
Come See Me
PS. I also have a limited quantity
of Martell Towels
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HEARTLINE: I am 62 years old and
am interested in starting an exercise
program. Can you help me? B. F.
ANSWER: Undoubtedly, a vital key
to retirement is to keep active
physically. The age-old image of a
retired person whiling away time in a
rocking chair is one that should be
discarded. Don't throw-your rocking
chair away, just don't move into it -
permanently.
Before starting an exercise program.
thbugh, see your doctor to find out if
your exercising should be limited in any
way, and if so, how much.
Some types of exercise you might try
are dancing, archery, ice skating,
bowling, ping-pong, sailing and
badminton.
For a free list of 31 types of exercises,
send a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to "Heartline's Exercise," 114
East Dayton Street, West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.
,HEARTLINE: I am a 63-year-old
widow living on my former husband's
Social Security benefits.
I really have not found anything to do
with myself and get bored rather
easily. I am really not too, active, but
would love to find something to do with
my spare time.
I would like to join a pen-pal club, as!
feel like this would give me something
to do and look forward to each day. Do
you know of any? J. C.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
pen-pal club for people over the age of
50. It was started to help people combat
the problem of loneliness and has
thousands of „members throughout the
country.
For more information about
Heartline's pen-pal club, write
"Heartline American 60 Club, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
damped envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: I bought a prepared
dinner at the supermarket the other
day and I think it was mislabeled. Is
there anything I-can do about it? R. C.
ANSWER: You should report your
suspicion to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) so they can
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Rain and some wind hit the area last
night when 2.3 inches of rain was
recorded by John Ed Scott, local
weather observer.
Deaths reported include Simon
Jacobs and Mrs. Eunice White.
Howard Crittenden, principal of
Calloway County High School, was
presented the "Outstanding Young
Educator Award" by the Murray
Jaycees with Gene Landolt, president,
making the presentation.
Marriages reported today include
Miss Gwendolyn Ann Jones to Phillip
Owen Barber on June 11, and Miss
Janet Johnson to Craig Banks on June
13, both at the First Baptist Church.
Members of the local American
Legion Baseball team pictured are
Jimmy Felts, Linn Stanak, Eddie
Young, Ronnie King, Burton Young,
Bobby Campbell, Stan Key, Darrell
Stalls, Phil Jones, Steve West, and
Mickey Holland.
20 Years Ago
The Rev. Paiil T. Lyles, minister of
the First Methodist Church, spoke on
"What Do These Stones Mean" at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Deaths reported include J. T. Dixon,
age 44.
Births reported include a boy, Jerry
Don, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Eugene
Nance on June 9.
Miss Martha Stegner has returned
home after a week's vacation at
Daytona Beach, Fla.
• New officers of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club are Mesdames
Rosezella Outland, Hood Hopson, J. C.
McCuiston, Maynard Ragsdale, Buren
Elkins, ...Lucy Boatwright, Bryan
Overcast, L. Robertson, W. A. Ladd,
Sam Rodgers, and Kate Melugin.
30 Years Ago
Murray's six man City Council has
voted five to one to install parking
meters in the city of Murray.
Robert J. Moser, Walter E.
Shackelford, Jr., and Ted W. Thompson
of Murray have been sworn into the
United States Army at Fort Knox.
• Roger Fuller has been appointed as a
new instructor in the chemistry
department at Murray State College.
Miss Mary Jane Kennedy is serving
as a counselor at Camp Deerwood,
Brevard, North Carolina, this summer. .
Wanda Joyce Brooks celebrated her
third birthday with a party.
Bible Thoñght
. •
He saved others; himself he can-
not save. Matthew 27:42.
To save yourself us very human
To save others is always Christ-like—
make an investigation on this problem.
WHen you report a legitimate
grievance to the FDA, you are
performing a public service. The
information you provide often leads to
the detection and correction of a
violation of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act or the Hazardous
Substance Act.
The Ff:JA can not take action solely or
the basis of your complaint, but it will
investigate promptly and act in
accordance with the law if a violation is
established.
Here are some guidelines to follow in
reporting suspected violations of the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
You may refer your complaint in
writing or by phone to the nearest field
office or resident inspection station.
The FDA has 17 district °Meet and 95
resident inspection stations throughout
the country.
In major cities you can find the
address of the nearest FDA office in the
telephone directory under U. S.
Government, Department of Health, -
Ed cation and Welfare, Food and Drug
AdMtlIiration, or you may wish to
write directly to the FDA, U.S.
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville,
Md., 29852. ,
1. Report your grievance promptly
giving your name, address, telephone
number and directions to residence or
place of business.
2. State clearly what appears to be
wrong.
3. Describe the label of the product
and give any code marks that appear on
the container. (In the case of a canned
food, these are usually embossed into or
stamped on the lid of the can.)
4. Give the name and address of the
store where the article was bought and
the date of purchase.
5. Save whatever remains of the
suspect product or the empty container
for your doctor's guidance or possible
examination by FDA.
6. Hold any unopened container of the
product bought at the same time.
7. If any injury is involved, see a
doctor at once.
8. Also, report the suspect product to
the manufacturer, packer or
distributor shown on the label of the
product and to the store where you
bought it.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Business Mirror
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
You know, frequently, criminals look
upon older persons as easy targets for
many kinds of crime. They view senior
citizens as less able to help themselves,
as a great deal more vulnerable to bad
treatment than others of us.
My concern and the concern of this
administration for the elderly- is well
known and well documented, and one of
the areas in which we have taken action
is in establishing protective services for
older persons. The 1976 Kentucky
General Assembly appropriated money
with which we can provide information
and referral services involving cases of
abuse and neglect of adults.
Meantime, every older person, as
well as the rest of us, needs toaware
of the kinds of most prevalent crimes
committed against our older neighbors.
I want to discuss the kinds of crime
our older citizens are subjected to, what
those crimes are called, how to
recognize them, and what we may do
about them.
The scheme which accounts for more
than half of the confidence swindles
reported to the police is called the
pigeon drop. In this one, the swindlers
claim to have found a large sum of
money and offer to share it with you,
14 ask that you first withdraw "good
faith" money from the bank. The
13), John Eunniff
Small Power Plants
Are On The Upswing
NEW YORK (AP) — A contract was
awarded this month to begin
redevelopment of a small hydro plant
on the Passaic River at Paterson, N.J.
that was abandoned after a flood in
1968.
At the time it was decided that to
spend $120,000 on repairs would be
uneconomical, especially since
electricity could be provided by a
modern, powerful central generating
plant.
When work is completed, Paterson, a
city trying to recapture the energy that
made it an industrial center even
before the 19th century, will have an
installation of perhaps 4,500 kilowatts,
tiny by modern stands, but significant.
As one of those involved in the project
stated, "It's enough to keep an industry
from leaving town."
Author of the comment was David
Lilienthal, who in the past has
subscribed to the engineering concept
that big is beautiful and efficient, and
who seemed to apply that view — he
might argue with you — as head of the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Lilienthal, whose .company,
Development and Resources Corp., is
planning the Paterson comeback, now
believes the nation has gone too far
toward the belief that power generation
should be centralized, and with it the
people who need that power.
Small hydropower now appears
competitive, in the Northeast anyway,
both in terms of unit investment costs
and operation-maintenance costs.
There is no shortage of sites; there
appears to be many, many thousands of
them.
The tumbling waters of New England
streams, which turned the gears of
factories since colonial days, are
perhaps the most abundant sources.
But reservoirs, locks, navigational
dams, even irrigation canals, offer
opportunities everywhere.
Municipalities, factory owners,
utilities and federal officials now are
showing interest in sites long
abandoned, left behind by the alleged
march of progress.
The Federal Power Commission
survey pf potential sites almost ignores
those of less than 5,000 kilowatts, or
enough roughly to serve a city of 5,000.
But recently President Carter asked
for, and soon will receive, a report on
such possibilities.
An investigation by the Mitre Corp.
confirmed the economic feasibility of
restoring a 300 kilowatt hydroplant at
Warelulm, Mass. At Harrisville, on the
Nubanusit River in New Hampshire, a
manufacturer is restoring a 180
kilowatt site.
Lilienthal, who also served as the
first chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission, believes the potential of
other sites is obvious, providing we
have adapted to the realization that
power need not be centralized. Sites of
as little as 500 kilowatts, and sometimes
even less, might be feasible, he says.
He has on his desk a report that 25
small dams in Minnesota have been
withdrawn by the Northern States
Power Co. in the past 20 or 30 years.
A particularly fine example, he feels,
is the Coon Rapids Dam at Brooklyn
Park, on the Mississippi near
Minneapolis. The power equipment was
removed in 1966 and the dam
transferred to the Hennepin County
Park Reserve District.
If restored, that same facility might
provide 6,500 kilowatts, or about $1.35
million a year in power. Most likely it
would not interfere with recreational
facilities. Most likely it would not
offend conservationists.
Lilienthal's company has designed
large-scale, integrated, agricultural-
industrial-human development projects
around the world, but in recent months
his contagious enthusiasm has been
directed at small power.
Since he first spoke out on the subject
a year or so ago he has been deluged
with inquiries. "I am not used to
pioneer ideas being accepted quickly.
This comes as close as any," he
commented.
Among other virtues, small power
returns power to the people, he feels. It
permits them to decentralize and to
retain local autonomy. Big power
helped bring centralization, he says,
but now "decentralization is a
woOdwide feeling." .
swindlers take your good faith money
and then leave a phony address where
you are supposed to be able to collect
your share of the found money. Of
course, the swindler makes off with
your "good faith" money and you never
see him again. Many times the victim
of this type of crime feels so
embarrassed they do not report the
theft to the police immediately.
Another con game most often
directed at the older person involves a
phony bank examiner. He contracts you
and asks for help in catching a
dishonest bank employe. He asks that
you withdraw a specified amount of
cash from your account and turn it over
to him so he may check the serial
numbers.'
Of course, you never hear from the
phony "bank examiner" again.
Door-to-door sales efforts are not
always legitimate. Kentucky law
protects you from quick sales at the
door. You have three business days in
which you may cancel any contract for
$25 or more, and magazine subscription
salespersons must be registered with
the county clerk.
Also, beware of fake contests which
require you to put up money in order to
win, even if there is a "guarantee" that
you'll be a winner.
Home improvement offers made
through the mail or on the spot are a
popular kind of swindle. Chain referral.
schemes offer a commission for buying
one item and selling additional items to
your friends. The product is usually
over-priced and impossible to sell.
You can always insure that you are
dealing with a legitimate business
person by calling the Better Business
Bureau in your community or the
police.
Legitimate financial institutions offer
debt consolidation loans for persons
who ask for them. Look out, however,
for mail offers which can result in
heavier financial burdens than you are
now carrying.
Retirement estates offered at
ridiculously low prices to "lucky"
individuals are usually rip-offs. Phony
business opportunities and work-at-
home- schemes which promise high
profits after a substantial investment
or registration fee are often fraudulent.
Medical frauds, including fake
laboratory tests, miracle cures and
mail order clinics are other ways you
can be bilked. Legitimate physicians
and hospitals do not advertise through
the mail or anywhere else.
I am very distressed that our senior
citizens are so often victims of these
criminals and con men.
It is my hope that through these
crime prevention tips during the next
several weeks, we can help each other





Murray Ledger & Times Editor':
Some friends of ours, Scott and Pat
Seiber, gave us a newspaper clipping
recently that probably will cause some
consternation, if not downright
indignant reaction,' among Fred
Overton and his charges-at the Murray
State Fieldhouse.
The article, which appeared in a
Bloomington, Ind., newspaper, is
headlined in large type "MURRAY
WHO?" and carries a subhead that
says "Two Unknowns On '77-'78 I.U.
Basketball Schedule."
The clipping was sent to the Seibers
by, Gary Ransdell, a friend of theirs
who is a graduate of Western Kentucky
University and is working on his ph.d.
at Indiana. Ransdell admitted to Pat
and Scott that, being a graduate of
Western, he's naturally not a strong
Racer fan, but he nevertheless feels a
strong allegiance to the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 22, the
173rd day of 1977. There are 192 days
left in the year.
Today Ls highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, Germany
invaded the Soviet Union in Wor10 War
On this date:
In 1773, Dominican friars entered
what is now California and established
the first settlement.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte was
forced to abdicate for the second time.
In 1870, Congress established the
Department of Justice.
In 1911, Britain's King George V arid
Queen Mary were crowned in London.
In 1937, Joe Louis became the world
heavyweight boxing champion by
knocking out Jim Braddock in a match
in Chicago.
In 1940, France and Germany signed
a World War!! armistice.
Ten years" ago: The Federal
Communications Commission
approved the biggest merger in
broadcasting history, permitting the
International Telephone and Telegraph
Company to take over American
Broadcasting Companies, Inc.
Five years ago: Torrential rains
from Hurricane Agnes hit much of the
eastern seaboard, crippling
transportation and sending thousands
from their homes.
One year ago: Abolition of the death
penalty in Canada was approved in the
House of Commons in Ottawa.
Today's birthdays: Writer Anne
Morrow Lindbergh is 70. Movie director
Billy Wilder is 71.
Thought for today: Civilization exists
by geological consent, subject to
change without notice. — Philosopher
Will Durant.
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The first paragraph of the article
says:
"Two of the I. U. (Indiana)
basketball teams first three games next
season will be with schools not exactly
known for their basketball prowess."
Lumped in with Murray State in the
"unknown" category is East Carolina.
The third team referred to is the
Kentucky Wildcats who will take on the
Hoosiers at Rupp Arena five days
before the Racers travel to Indiana for
the Dec. 5 game.
We think that by the time Dec. 6 rolls
around, the folks up at I.U. won't have
to wonder about "Murray Who?','
anymore. Right, Fred?
0+0
Young people today are somewhat
less in favor of government regulation
of business than they were in 1972
according to the American Council on
Life Insurance.
In the council's 1976 nation-wide
survey of youth 14 to 25 years old, 21 per
cent said they felt government
regulation of business probably does
more harm than good, as against 17 per
cent who felt that way in 1972. By
comparison, last year 17 per cent said
business should be strictly regulated by
the government as compareA to 19 per
cent in 1972. .
The lNymp majority of respondents —
61 t•er -Alta last year — said same
regulation of business is necessary,
even if it means interfering with free
enterprise, the council reports. In the
1972 survey, 65 per cent of the youth
surveyed felt this way.
0+0
Richard D. Wood, chairman of Eli
Lilly & Co., a pharmaceutical firm, has
been quoted as saying of federal
regulation:
"Our company prepares 27,000
government forms olseports a year at
a cost of $5,000,000. That, of course, is
only the cost of gathering that specific
information and filling out the forms or
reports.
"All the necessary analysis and
background work is conservatively
estimated at another $10,000,000.
"If this total of $15,000,000 was
theoretically applied to only our U. S.
pharmaceutical business, it added
approximately 50 cents to the price of
every prescription for a Lilly medicine
bought by the public last year."
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Isn't It The Truth
Study of official photographs points
up the interesting statistic that most
members of Congress have long noses.
That is good because most
Congressmen cannot see farther than
the end of their nose. A collection of a
large number of short noses on Capitol
Hill could mean an awful setback to
legislation.
By F J.L. Blasuigame. M.D
Wants Soap To Kill Germs
Q: Mr. S. S. writes that he
thinks we have slipped back-
wards by omitting from the
market soaps which kill skin
germs. He expresses the hope
that an appropriate ingredient
will be developed which can be
included in soap so that it will
kill germs.
A: Most bacteria (germs)
which are usually found on the
skin are harmless, and some
of them may be beneficial to
our health. Only in exceptional
circumstances is it necessary
to clean the skin of' germs,
such as preparing it for a
surgical operation.
A few years ago, soaps
which contained
hexachlorophene were very
popular as germ killers. They
were promoted as a con-
tributor to our health and as
agents to reduce unpleasant
body odors.
Such soaps were often used
in newborn nurseries in




absorbed through the skin and
possibly damage the brains of
the children if the con-
centration of the chemical was
sufficiently high.
Because of this potential
hazard, based on research
which showed brain damage
. by hexachlorophene .in mice,
the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration removed from
the market soaps and soap
solutions which contained this
chemical.
As a matter of fact, many
scientific and medical
authorities always challenged
the whole idea of the ef-
fectiveness and desirability of
antibacterial soaps, par-
ticularly when used on a
regular basis. For example,
even when they were
available and popular, most
surgeons, in Scrubbing their
hands and forearms before an
operation, used ordinary




materials may be obtained
now by prescription. In case of
infections breaking out in a
hospital nursery,
hexachlorophene may be used
sparingly to help eradicate
pathogenic germs. It is
preferable to keep these out of
the nurseries by careful
management and good
technique rather than to
depend upon special germ
killers.
The tried-and-true practice
of using plenty of plain soap
and water is the safest and
most effective method of





















































































Thurs., June 23 This Week's
Registvw ends dine you
Homer Farris
1709 RyanWinner:
Wed. •Nottling to Buy
are in the stone /or the
through 
$100 given away each week
•No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
June 29 Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 3:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
•Eniplmees of Parker's and their Families not eligible to win • Adults
onl) mar register •N uu du not bane to be present loam
Keebler Saltine Crackers







































































With $10.00 Order Or
More- Limit








Texas Sweet- Large Size
Canteloupes each 594








Sarah Lee All Butter
Pound Cake
6 6 oz. cons$ 1 00






















10 oz. 6 bottle carton










Whb Tbis Camps A n4
lib. 1 7
Offer Expires 6-29-77





















Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7.. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.




FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 23,
• What kind of day will
. tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES gyor
(Mar 21 to Apr 20)
Good aspects Late afternoon
could bring unexpectedly
gratifying support from
superiors and associates —
which should boost your morale
,considerably
: TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
What you feel is a certainty
could be mere wishful thinking.
Better take a second look and
change plans if necessary.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Curb impulsiveness and make
no hasty decisions. Stellar in-




June 22 to July 231
You cannot only make the
grade, but add some new zest to
your routine. Shape your en-
deavors to meet demands and
you should have a profitable
day.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 231 ft
Some planetary restrictions.
Watch for irritating situations
and bridge them amicably and
with unbiased opinion. Move
briskly into productive areas.
*RGO 
WP‘t..ot(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Avoid confusion through
proper preplanning. Weigh well
the pros and cons when you
must render a decision. The
wrong one could backfire.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Shun breakneck speed, but
neither delay nor be tardy in
action. Both extremes, and
others, must be curbed. Group
interests, partnerships favored.
SCORPIO lOs
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) —vent
Put past doubts, disap-
pointments behind you; they
only put limits on future suc-
cess. Stress your versatility;
you could now add the "twist"
that boosts projects to success.
SAGITTARIUS Jr)"
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) eqfp
This may riot be a spectacular
day, but it offers some gains
and much pleasure. Start with
the will to make it better than
ever and you will be happy.
CAPRICORN i.e'
1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) All
Analyses, conjectures,
decisions must bcgiven plenty
of time in order to prevent
errors. Be alert.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
It may not be easy to ap-
preciate all suggestions and
directives but, with all your
strength and self-confidence,
back those you know to be
timely and well thought-out
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) '15
A good spot for your intuitive
forces, your ingenuity, alert-
ness and inventiveness. Do use
them for sound purposes.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
combination of the tenacious
and the persuasive, the af-
fectionate and the obstinate;
are hard-working and practical,
but also genial and sociable.
You lack confidence in yourself
at times, however, and are
Inclined lo worry. Once ydu
shed feaApan8 doubts, you can
forge ahead with unusual
success. You are innately
reserved and dignified but, on
the other hand, are always
ready to discard the ordinary
bounds and limitations of
prescribed codes and make
your own — may be downright
unconventional, in fact. Fields
in which you could especially
excel: medicine, teaching,
writing, acting, business. Birth-
date of: Edward, Duke of
Windsor; Irwin S. Cobb, author.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
If you hate termites
and other pests,
you'll love Terminix.
1. Ask about our conditional
5150.000 Termite damage




nationwide for over 46 yearl
5. At chemicals EPA
registered
Nobody hates pests like Termini: hates pests.
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce,
Member National Pest Control Assoc ,
Member Kentucky Pest Control Assoc
ACROSS 67 Dutch town
1 Poem DOWN
4 Conjunction 1 Anglo-
6 Marks left Saxon
- by wounds money
11 Sharp reply 2 Argue
13 Mohammedan 3 Latin
title conjunction
15 Hebrew 4 Region
month 5 Declare
16 Harvesters 6 Perfumed
18 Coored lava 7 Vehicle
19 Paid notice 8 In addition
21 Solar disk 9 A state
(22 Grain 101 I labbr
24 The 10 Freshets
•,•' sweelsop 12 Conjunction
26 Dines 14 Hurry
28 Encountered 17 Toll
. . 29 Hereditary 20 Depression
factors 23 Part of "to
31 Period of be
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mammal 44 Prefix down
27 Cut 46 Near
30 Quarrel 48 Woman's
32 English name
streetcar 51 Mix
35 Globes 53 Projecting
37 Snare tooth
38 Chemical 57 Number
compound 58 Note of
39 Packed scale
away 60 Fruit drink
ot District in 62 Note of
Germany scale
43 Prepared for 64 French
article
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38 39 ... -- 0 • ,42 43 AA
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26 or B&W 0 or Jot 31$11
Expires 6.28-77 Expires 6-28-77
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Pizza Crusts 2 pock 71'
Quaker
Oats 4 $1062 oz 
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KET SeriesDistributed Nationally
"Contract!," a ninth-grade
series produced by KET for
Kentucky schools, will be
distributed nationally by the
Agency for Instructional
Television (A IT),
Bloomington, Ind., this fall.
The programs will be sold
primarily to public television
systems in the U.S. and will be
available in videotape formats
with supplementary teacher;
student materials.
Sid Webb, director., of
production and art at KET.
expects "Contract!" to be
"accepted with enthusiasm"
outside Kentucky.
In terms of effect on KET,
Webb says sales will "recoup
some of the costs of produc-
tion." • The series was
produced in cooperation with
the state Department of
Education.
National distribution
"Contract!" will also "in-
crease credibility and ex-
posure" for the network,























tract talent — writers,
producers, educators lnsteaa
of us having to find them, the
will find us."
"Contract!" is designed to
help ninth-grade students who
read on fifth to eighth-grade
levels. Implementing a game
show format, students battle
to answer questions based on
reading materials targeted to
their interests and needs. KET




























THF JUNGLE OR1I6 PUSHERS 
'10
wr'vg A LOW, rd4
70 GO TO YOUR SECRET
CITY. I'VE PUT YOU
TOGETHER -HIS NAY
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Martin Benches Three Stars,





You can't fire 25 baseball
:players, so you fire the
'manager. But you can bench
::-players, and that's what
It tanager Billy Martin, who
As nearly fired Monday,
AtitIkrids to do today in an effort
Zito shake up his slumping New
'ork Yankees.
The Texas Rangers, on the
'other hand, reportedly were
:set to fire Manager Frank
Lucchesi and replace him with
EddieStanky.
Meanwhile, the Boston Red
Sox roll merrily along,
slamming home runs in
record fashion and pitching
.shutouts. .Luis Tiant fired
Boston's setralid consecutive
'iwo-hitter and Jim Rice and
'George Scott homered as the
Red Sox trounced Baltimore 7-
10 Tuesday night for their fifth
-consecutive triumph and
•opened a 41/2-game lead in the
'American League East over
the Orioles and the Yankees,
who were beaten 5-2 by the
:Detroit Tigers.
Mickey Stanley and Tito
'Fuentes smashed two-run
tamers while Jim Crawford
shackled New York with seven
Strong relief innings as the




Pitickey Rivers, right fielder
Reggie Jackson and first
baseman Chris Chambliss
Would sit out tonight's game,
giving way, respectively, to
Paul Blair, Jim Wynn and
OW Johnson.
Meanwhile, Minnesota
scored five runs on seven hits
in the fifth inning in wiping out
a 3-1 deficit and beating Texas
despite two homers by the
losers' John Ellis and one by
Toby Harrah. Rod Carew's
single tied the score and Butch
Wynegar greeted Mike
Marshall with a tie-breaking
two-run single.
Red Sox 7, Orioles 0
The homers by - Rice and
Scott enabled Boston to equal
the major league record of 24
homers in seven games by the
Cleveland Indians of 1962 and
the New York Giants of 1954.
They narrowly missed
breaking the record when
Denny Doyle doubled off the
right field wall during a four-
run ninth-inning.
White Sox 3, Angels 2
The White Sox did not
exactly tear Nolan Ryan apart
Tuesday night, but they
managed to bunch two of their
three hits after three walks in
the second inning. Ralph Garr
delivered a two-run single
after Ryan walked the bases
full and Alan Bannister
singled home what turned out
to be the winning run. That
was the third and last hit off
Ryan.
Royals 13, Mariners 3
Tom Poquette, Hal McRae
and George Brett unloaded
three hits apiece and
combined for eight runs
batted in and six runs scored,
leading a 16-hit Kansas City
attack. Al Cowens singled and
cracked a two-run homer,
while Frank White and Fred
Patek also collected two hits
apiece.
Indians 4, Blue Jays 0
Unbeaten Rick Waits
pitched 6 2-3 innings for his
fourth victory as Cleveland
ran its winning streak to six
games, including four in a row
under new Manager Jeff
Torborg. Don Hood and Jim
Kern finished up.
Brewers 12, A's 1
Jim Wohlford's two-run
single capped Milwaukee's
Mets, Astros Get Wins
In Pony League Action
The Mets moved into a one-half game lead in the Pony
League by taking an 8-3 win over the Dodgers Tuesday night.
In the other contest, the Astros remained a half-game off the
pace with a 6-5 win over the Indians.
Darren Hooper hurled a two-hitter in firing the Mets past
the Dodgers. Hooper hurled seven innings and fanned four
men.
Down 1-0, the Mets tied it in the home half of the second as
Tim McAlister tripled and scored on a sacrifice fly by Dar-
win Bumph's. Then in the fourth, the tie ended when the
Mets' Rich Rollins singled home the go-ahead run.
The Mets added two more in the fifth and put the game
away with four more in the sixth to make it an 8-1 game. In
the sixth, the key blow was a two-run triple by Dan Key while
Kim Wilson had an RBI single.
McAlister and Mike Gough each had two hits for the Mets,
who are 6-2 on the season. Key, Wilson and Rollins each had
one hit.
For the Dodgers, who have one win in seven outings, Bob
Frye and Mitch Paschall picked up the hits.
The Astros, who can tie the Mets for the league lead when
they meet the PhiLs Thursday, scored a lone tally in the last
of the seventh to post a 6-5 win over the Indians.
Mark Denham hurled the first six innings for the Astros but
Walter Payne, who pitched the last frame, got credit for the
victory.
The Indians scored single runs in the third, fourth, fifth,
sixth and seventh innings. The Astros scored one in the third,
two in the fourth and then added single runs in the final three
frames.
With one out in the last of the seventh, Walter Payne fanned
but the ball got away from the catcher. The ball wound up in
right field and a fast-moving Payne wound up on third base.
Then Mark Denham singled to end the game, giving the
Astros the hard-fought victory.
Payne and Kelly Rogers each had two hits for the Astros
while Eddie Requarth, Mitch McClard and Joe Harmon all
had one hit.
For the Indians, Mark Smith, Todd Rutherford and Bill
Berberich had two hits while Charlie Santagado and Shawn
Jones each had one hit.
three-run third inning and Von
Joshua singled home two
more in a club record eight-
run fourth. The Brewers sent
13 batters to the plate in their
big inning, which also
included RBI hits by Charlie
Moore, Don Money hnd Cecil
Cooper. Jim Slaton scattered
five hits for the Brewers.
Pirates, Yanks Win
In Park League Play
The Pirates are now all
alone in first place in the Park
League as a result of two
contests played Tuesday.
In the first game, the
Yankees handed the Cards a
34-8 setback. That leaves both
the Yanks and Cards with
identical season marks of 7-2.
The nightcap found the
Pirates bettering their record
to 8-1 with a 35-16 win over the
Astros.
For the Yankees in their win
over the Cards, Trice
Seargent, Tim Greer and John
Morris all had four hits while
Jerry Eldridge, Eric Easley,
Mike Muehleman, Scott Wells
and Tony Robinson all had
three hits.
With two hits were Bill
Maddox, Troy Litchford,
Jimmy Baker and Aaron
Barrett.
For the losing Cards, Chuck
Baker, Ken Mikulcik, Ed
Hendon, Chip Adams and Jeff
Sickel all had two hits while
Dave Outland, Jody Speight,
Scollter"*Lewis, Amy Spencer
and Blake Francis all had one
hit.
For the Pirates, in their win
over the Astros, who are 2-7 on
the sea n, Chris Jackson,
Chris Padgett, Darrell
R rs, Ben Bogard and
Carey Alexander all had four
hits while Alan Cothran, Chris
Elliott, Brad Schroader and
Mark McDougal all had three
hits.
With two hits for the Pirates
were Phillip Bryan, David
Edwards and Dave McDowell
while Page Bailey and Brian
Rudolph added one.
For the Astros, Mitch Fain,
Chris Burpo and Carl Keesler
all had four hits while 'Eric
Knott, Mark Whitaker and
Sean Ross had three. Mark
Galloway, Dusty Darnell and
Alan Wedhorn added two hits
for the Astros:
COLLISION COURSE—Tim McAlister of the Mots pes flying
in the air to spear e throw to first. McAlister kept flybig end
wound up hurdling pest the oncoming lady Montgomery of
the Dodgers. The worst sad of the deal went to umpire Dwain
Musgrow who is a fraction of o second away from getting a
long cut from a spike whidi ripped into his left arm.




I AP) - The game of tennis
has been revolutionized in the
100 years since the Wimbledon
championships were first
played, but the middle-class
sensibilities of the English




incident which marred the
start of this centenary
Wimbledon proves the point.
He snubbed the
championship committee and
the royal family by failing to
show up at Monday's opening
day Parade of Champions,
although he was 200 yards
away at the time practicing
with Hie Nastase.
The incident overshadowed
the appearance of more than
40 other all-time greats in the
parade and made front page
news in the British press. In
retaliation, Wimbledon
authorities denied Connors the
commemorative medal
presented to all other past
champions by the Duke of
Kent.
And when the '24-year-old
American, ranked No. 1 in the
world, appeared on the center
court Tuesday for his opening
match, he was greeted by boos
and catcalls which veteran
Murray Tennis Association To
Open Teaching Clinic Monday
On Monday, June 27, the
following tennis players will
report to the high school tennis
courts at the proper time.
Each player will receive an
hour of instruction daily. It is
important that each player
report on time, have a tennis
racquet, and wear rubber
soled tennis shoes. Tennis
balls will be furnished.
The following players report
at 8:30: Kelly Humphreys; Jill
Humphreys; Kelleen
Callahan; Mark Doran; Beth
Woodall; Buffy Stokes; Laura
Farris; Lisa Farris; Vonnie
Hays; Michelle Ford; Marcia
Ford; Scott Nix; Gina Hern-
don; Lone Burnette; Amy






Ward Simmons; Ashby Miller.
The following players report
at 9:30: Chris Cunningham;
Sean Cunningham; Richard
Bucy; Howard Lange; Stacy
Wuest; Lee Story; Todd
Contri; Lita Carson; Wade
Smith; Tammy Chadwick;
Jeffrey Garrott; Rochea
Perry; John Hendrick; Jill
Morris; Karen Lewis; Gene
Wilferd; Brenda Crittendon;
Pamela Crittendon; Kim
Jenkins; Bart Washer; Jann
Washer; Jaina Washer; Lisa
Russell; Mimi Winchester;
Lee Cottrell; Diane Gremore.
The following players report
at 10:30: Kim Baker; Mark
Waldrop; Donna Rousse; Vic
Stacey; Pamela Padgett;
Susan Crittendon; Steve
Baker; Teresa Dick; Jan
Cole; Jennie Smith; Ann
Clark; Katherine Simmons;





For Connors had violated
the "game's-the thing" ethics
which still dominate the
British sport scene and are
basic to Wimbledon's
traditions.
That is why behavior like
Connors' on Monday shocks
Wimbledon. The whole show is
about tradition, decorum and
style.
Connors himself appeared
slightly repentant at a
Tuesday news conference
after sailing through his first-
round match against Britain's
Richard Lewis 6-3,6-2, 6-4.
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Rogers Wins Ninth Game For




Rogers has noticed a change
in Expos fans.
"The people are fired up for
baseball here now," said
Rogers after blanking
Houston 6-0 at Olympic
Stadium for his thil4 shutout
of the season. "We have the
new stadium and a good
Pirates, Cards Win
In Kentucky League
The Pirates and Cards
gained wins in Kentucky
League action Tuesday night.
In the opening contest;" the
Pirates got one-hit pitching
from Mike Wilkins and took an
18-1 win over the A's.
The game was called after
five innings.
The Pirates scored four in
the first inning and added four
more in the second.
Wilkins fanned 10 batters
and walked only four. Jimmy
Barrow had the only hit for the
A's, who are 2-5 on the season.
For the Pirates, 5-2 on the
season, Dennis Thurmond,
Jay Wells and Wilkins all had
one hit each.
In the second game, three
Cards combined on the mound
to limit the Twins to just two
hits as the Cards grabbed an
11-3 win.
The Cards are now 6-1, the
Twins 1-6.
David Rudolph had both the
hits in the game for the Twins.
For the Cards, Chris Starks
had two hits while Mitch
Grogan, Mark McClard, Rich
Grogan, Monty Morton and
Darren Gibson all had one hit.
attitude. It's really exciting
now. I was glad to give them
something to cheer about. It
felt good."
It also must feel good to lead
the National League in four
pitching categories, as Rogers
does. The 27-year-old right-
hander, 9-5 this season after a
7-17 record in 1976, tops the NL
with 99 strikeouts; 18 starts, 10
complete games and 136 2-3
innings pitched.
Gary Carter aided Rogers
with a 9-for-4 performance at
the plate.
Reds 10, Phillies 5
George Foster's 19th homer
of the season, a three-run
blast, was the key blow in the
Reds' romp.
Foster; who is tied with
Boston's George Scott for the
major league home run lead,




appearing in his first major
league game, homered for the
Reds but was not involved in
the decision. Reliever Pedro
Borbon, 4-3, was the winner.
Mets 5, Braves 2, 11 innings
Rookie outfielder Steve
Henderson, who came to the
Mets in the Tom Seaver deal
last week, hit his first major
league homer in the Ilth
inning to give the Mets their
victory.
Pirates 9, Padres 2
John Candelaria fired a
five-hitter and retired 22
consecutive Padres batters
during one stretch in the
Pirates' victory. Phil Garner
drove in three runs, two on a
double in the eighth.
Pittsburgh second baseman
Rennie Stennett extended his
hitting streak to 19 games
while Dave Kingman,
acquired from the Mets last
week, slugged his first homer
for San Diego and his 10th of
the year.
Cubs 8, Giants 2
The Cubs increased their NL
West lead to 6 1-2 games with
their triumph over San
Francisco. Steve Swisher's
two-run double keyed a five-
run Chicago second inning and
Bill Buckner and Steve
Ontiveros added home runs to
the Cubs' attack.
The victory was the Cubs
11th in 15 games.
Cards 4, Dodgers 3, 10 innings
Lou Brock's pinch-hit single
in the 10th inning brought
home Jerry Mumphrey with
the Cards' winning run off
Charlie Hough, 4-5. The
Dodgers had tied the game in
the ninth on a two-out homer
by Dusty Baker.
St. Louis starter John Denny
was carried from the field
after injuring a hamstring
muscle in the third inning. Al
Hrabosky, who entered the
game in the ninth, got credit










Save $55 To $95
Set Of 4
This is the new Goodyear radial you've seen on
TV. With full width belts of Flexten - the tire
cord derived from aramld fiber that's pound for
pound stronger than steel-: Strong enough for
every road in America. Only From Goodyear.









RAIN CHECK — If we sell out of your size we will itsue you
reln check. assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
Just Say Charge it!'
• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credit
Plan • Master Charge • BankAmericard • American







































Hassle-Free Auto Service...For More Good Years In Your Car!
Front-End Alignment
$1388
Any U S. made car —
parts extra if needed
Excludes front-wheel drive cars
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction—to increase tire
mileage and improve - steering
• Precision equipment, used by
experienced mechanics, helps




$2 extra for air-conditioned cars
• Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
points, plugs and condenser
• Test charging/starting sys-
tems adjust carburetor • Helps
maintain a smooth running en-
gine • Includes Datsun. Toyota
VW and light trucks
lube & Oil Change
$588 Up to 5 pisof onaior brand10130 grade oo
• Complete chassis lubrication and
oil change • Helps ensure long
wearing parts and smooth quiet per-
formance • Please phone for ap-
pointment • Includet light trucks
Ask tor our Free Battery
Power Check
SALE Heavy-Duty Tires For Pickups, Vans,Campers et RVs 
Nylon cord 'Mb Hi- $28
Miler' for long,
low-cost mileage SIZE 6 70.15 6PR tub•-lype,
Pius $2.41 F E.T.
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PRACTICING FOR FOOTBALL —Grettis Bumphis, who is playing forth. Mornay American Legion taint, also plays football for the
Murray Nigh Tigers. On the loft, Poducab catcher Roy khonnon begins the chose as Somphis gets caught in a rundown between
third and home. Somehow, shortstop Tommy Walston gets involved in the rundown (right) after molting the tog, Walston takes
quite o spill as he went over the bock of Bumphis who politely shook Walston off.
(Stuff Notes by Mae Bramulaa)
Rain Comes Too Late As
Legion Falls To Paducah
The rain didn't come quite
soon enough.
That statement not only
holds true for farmers and for
those who like to garden but
also to Randy Oliver, coach of
the Murray American Legion
team.
Murray's game in Holland
Stadium Tuesday night with
Paducah ended a little
prematurely because of rain.
The only problem for
, Murray was the game ended
; in the eighth inning, with
Paducah leading 13-5. Of
course, if the rain had come in
the fourth inning or even after
the Paducah half of the fifth,
the game would not have
counted.
Murray was to have played
two seven-inning contests with
Paducah. But since five of the
Murray players are in
Missouri at a baseball camp
and pitcher Joe Graves is out
of action with illness, the
roster was down to only 10
players.
And in pregame warmups,
shortstop Kim Sims received a
broken finger and that cut the
number of available players to
nine, the minimum needed to
play a game.
To make matters worse,
Murray had just one pitcher to
use for the entire game as
nobody was left on the field
who was able to pitch.
For the first four innings,
that one pitcher, Paul
Robertson, held Paducah in
cneek as Murray led 3-2 going
into the fifth.
After falling behind 1-0 in
the second, Murray posted
three runs in their half of the
third to go ahead.
Jeff Oakley reached on an
error, Mike Utley was hit by a
pitch and Kenneth McCuiston
walked to load the bases. .
Grettis Bumphis then took
an outside pitch and placed it
right over the first base bag
and down the line in right for a
two-run double. McCuiston
later scored on a wild pitch.
Paducah trimmed the
Murray lead to 3-2 before the
visitors finally pulled ahead
with five in the fifth.
After David Lambert
opened the Paducah fifth with
a walk, Rico Sutton, who
played basketball for Tilgh-
man„, singled for an RBI.
With one out, up came Tony
Threatt to the plate. Threatt,
who has signed a baseball
scholarship with Murray
State, showed just why he was
recruited by the 'Breds.
He ripped a pitch from
Robertson darned near into
Marshall County.
The ball actually hit the
Middle School building on a
fly. Almost needless to say,
Threatt got an inside-the-park
homerun.
Later in the inning, Tommy
Walston and Eddie Hamilton
drove in runs with.singles.
Paducah was leading 13-3
when Murray came to bat in
the eighth as the rain was
falling rather hard.
After walks to Kenneth
McCuiston and Bumphis,
Larry Watkins singled for an
RBI. The final run for Murray
TWO-HITTER —Darren Hooper of the Pony League Mots fired
two-hitter Tuesday night as his taw posted on 8-3 win over
' the Dodgers. Rending over in fielding position at third is Rich




For Moonlight Madness Friday Night
came when Tommy Chavis
drove in a tally with a single
and then the downpour came
and the game was called.
There is some good news for
the Murray American Legion
team.




The Cubs picked up the
championship in the 1-Ball
League Tuesday afternoon as
they took a 30-20 win over the
Reds.
The win left the Cubs with a
9-1 mark while the Reds
finished their season at 3-7.
Jason Sammons along with
his sister, Stephanie, each had
four hits in the game for the
Cubs. Bruce Thurmond, Chad
Woods, Tripp Nix, Andy Rick-
man, Shane Nance and Mark
Wadkins all had three hits
while Don Easley, Jenny
Darling, Monty McCuiston
and Jimmy Hill had two hits.
Cary Story had one hit, a
homerun.
Jason Sammons had three
homers for the Cubs while
Wacikins and Hill had two with
Nix, Nance and Story all
having one homer.
For the Reds, Justin Crouse,
Angela Woods, Eric Hogan-
camp, Stephen Lovett,
Michael Fulton, John Kind
and Frank Blaustein all had
three hits. With two hits were
Jimmy Stahler, Charlie
Marello, Mickey Carson, Andy
Marello and Chris Hays.
Stephen Downey had one hit.
Fulton homered twice for
the Reds while Lovett and
Hays each homered once.
In the opening contest, the
Mets improved their record to
5-4 with a 3k22 win over the
Yanks:
Brad Spann and. Jwayne
White both had two hits for the
Mets. Everyone else had three
hits. They included Scott
Adams, Brad Houston, Ryan
Malone. Chris Bryan, Todd
Seargent, April Woods, Todd
Keller, Becky Peebles, Eric
Boyer, Scott McDougal,
Michael Manning and John
Mark Whitaker.
Bryan had three homers,
one a grandslam, while
Seargent had two and Adams
one.
For the Yanks, who are 1-8
on the season, Michael Brock,
Amy Wallace, Bill Fandrich,
Aaron Brun and Dean
ShuMaker all had three hits.
With two hits were Mark
Miller, Mickey Hill, Jamie
Futrell and Brian Carroll.
Kevin Barrow and Dustin
Harrell each added one hit.
The T-Ball season will end
with a pair of games set for
Thursday, The Pirates will
meet the Yanks at Sp. m. with
the Mets and Cards playing at
6 p. m.
comes to town for a 7 p. m.
single game in Holland
Stadium Friday. Last
Saturday, Murray won 17-1 at
Fort Campbell.
The other good news is that
the five players who have been
attending the baseball camp
should be back in town this
weekend and if they. .do not
arrive in time for Friday's
game, they will most-Certainly
be back in time for Saturday's
twinight doubleheader with
Russellville.
The first game Saturday in
ficilland Stadium will begin at
6 p. m. Sunday at 1 p. in. at
Reagan Field, Murray will
host Russellville to a single
game. Murray will take a 5-8
record into the four-game,
weekend homestead.
There is no admission to the
Legion games and the public







M. McCuiston-c 4 0
Oakley-3b 3 0
Utley-2b 2 1
K. McCtuston-cf  2 3





010 152 31 13-12-0
030 000 02 5-6-4
Baseball Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
.W L Pct. GB
Boston 39 25 .699
Balt 35 30 .538 4k2
N York 36 31 .537 4k2
Cleve 30 31 .492 PI
Milwkee 32 35 .478 8k7
Detroit 29 35 .453 10





























Cleveland 4, Toronto 0
Boston 7, Baltimore 0
Detroit 5, New York 2
Chicago 3, California 2
Milwaukee 12, Oakland 1
Kansas City 13, Seattle 3
Minnesota 9, Texas 5
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland (Eckersley 7-5) at
Toronto iVuckovich 2-6), (n)
Boston iCleveland 6-3) at Bal-
timore ( Palmer 8-6), n)
New York (Holtzman 2-3) at
Detroit Roberts 3-7), ( n)
California ( Brett 7-4) at Chi-
cago ( Kravec 2-2), (n)
Oakland IBlue 4-7) at Mil-
waukee ( Augustine 7-8), In)
Seattle I Pole 4-2) at Kansas
City ( Splittorff 6-4), ( n )
Texas ( Briles 3-31 at Min-




Cleveland at Toronto, In)
Boston at Baltimore, (n)









Los Ang 44 23 .657 —
Cinci 35 29 .547 7'7
S Fran 31 37 .456 13L7
S Diego 31 40 .437 15
Houston 28 40 .412 16'2
Atlanta 23 44 .343 21
Tuesday's Results
Montreal 6, Houston 0
Cincinnati 10, Philadelphia 5
New York 5, Atlanta 2, 11 in-
nings
Pittsburgh 9, San Diego 2
Chicago 8, San Francisco 2
St. Louis 4, Los Angeles 3, 10
innings
Wednesday's Games
Chicago ( Bonham 6-6 at San
Francisco (Halicio 8-51
Houston (Bannister 2-6 at
Montreal ( Alcala 2-41, n )
Cincinnati ( Billingham 8-31 at
Philadelphia (Christenson 6-5 ),
n)
Atlanta (LaCorte 1-71 at New
York (Espinosa 4-4 ),.1n)
Pittsburgh ( Reuss 2-71 at San
Diego (Griffin 5-4), (n )
St. Louis (Underwood 3-21 at



















- In Little League Play
The Yanks and Pirates took high-scoring wins in Little
League play Tuesday night.
In the opening contest, the Yanks overcame a 13-0 deficit to
take a 15-14 win over the Cards in a game called after four in-
nings because of a time curfew.
The Cards, who had just four hits in the game, scored 13
runs in the last of the first. The only hits in the inning were
run-scoring singles by Stefon Reed and David Denham.
In the top of the second, the Yanks posted nine runs to get
back in the game as Andy Parks and Shey Guthrie doubled in
a run apiece while Robert Stout and Nicky Santagado had
run-scoring singles.
The Yanks, trailing 14-12 going into the top of the fourth,
pulled within one run on an RBI triple by Stout then San-
tagado followed with a inside-the-park homerun to account
for the winning margin.
Mark Boggess hurled the final three and two-thirds innings
for the Yanks, giving up three runs, fanning six and getting
credit for the win.
Stout's three hits paced the Yanks while Santagado, Jon
Overbey and David McCuiston all had two hits. With one hit
were Andy Parks and Shey Guthrie.
For the Cards, Stefon Reed, David Denham, Brian Doyle
and Jimmy Parrish all had one hit. The Yanks are 2-0 for the
second half and 5-4 overall while the Cards are 0-2 and 4-5.
In the second game, the Pirates scored 10 times in the last
of the fourth to post an 18-4 win over the Astros in a contest
called after four innings because of the time limit.
The Pirates got started with five in the first as Craig Dar-
nell singled in one and Melanie Kelly doubled in a pair.
In the 10-runlourth, Brian White had a two-run single while
Darnell, Eddie Burgess and Charles Cella all had run-scoring
hits.
The Pirates are 2-0 and 7-2 while the Astros are 0-2 and 0-9
for the overall season.
Brad Lyons got the win for the Pirates as he went the
distance, whiffing seven batters.
Kelly, Burgess and Darnell all had three hits for the
Pirates while Dave Whitten. Steve McDougal, Mike Lamb,
Danny Adams, Charles Cella and Brian White-all had one hit
apiece.
For the Astros, Jon Billington, Ross James, Louis Bar-


















This low sheen, lead-free
barn paint will give your
farm buildings tough,
weather-resistant protec-
tion and attractive good







Seals out moisture, cor-
















We have just received a complete truckload of the
famous "Space Age" Fisher Wood Stoves and don't
expect them to last long. If you've been waiting to
see or buy a Space Age Fisher we now have a full




Price Increase as of August 1
Don't Wait! $25.00 will hold on Lay Away
















1 W.thout Coupon 1.99
Seal-A-Meal Bags
Special cooking pouches in
choice iof 3 sizes 7001/2/3
LIMIT
1 Coupon per Customer 1














F tts most cabinet doors
Easy to install BP-9773 PT
1
LIMIT










All-purpose light lubri Standard frosted in 60, 75,
Cating 011 401 can TT 1 100 watts. 60A/75Ai100A
, 
LIMIT LIMIT
Coupon per Customer 
*=> Coupon per Customer
_,Ptc09_9_9 (1Q. 99 9999_0_ 4_9919_91910 (19 49 ORO 4.19 Q9B1119119.90
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GREEKIP, 4 I AP) — It's
likely that when you hear the
word "bear" while traveling
on Koitucky's highways, you
don't think about the four-
legged variety.
It's probable that you think
about those "bears" — as
the 're called in citizens band
radio jargon — who patrol the
highways looking for
speeders.
CB enthusiasts use the term
"bear" to describe policeman
who roam the roads looking
for speeders.
But in eastern Kentucky it's
likely that word will have
inure significance from now
HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY
A real bear - the four-
legged kind — was found early
Tuesday on U.S. 23 near this
eastern Kentucky city.
The 200-pound black bear
had been struck and killed by
a car sometime early Tuesday
morning, authorities reported.
There have been rumors for
some time that there are
actl as •icture




$6 Reg. 8.95 Special 95
bears in eastern Kentucky,
but it's been quite a while
since one's been sighted,
Greenup County Conservation
Officer Carl Salyers said.
"There's no doubt that it's a
wild bear," he said. "The
state is very interested in
this."
He said it is only the second
MARLIN REPEATING MODEL GOLDEN 39A
.22 Rifle
imptiorimogrommumoili
bawler weeeziat bolds 21 shorts, 21 Wigs
It lose rifle .n maw cartnapt









Kills fleas up to 4 months, aids in








Sale 6 Bars 49















*rasp Sisoliry Sun of a Gun
By Clairol
bear recorded as being killed
in the state in many years.
The other, he said, was killed
in western Kentucky.
There was some speculation
that the bear may have
escaped from a circus train
that passed through the area
Monday night.
But a check with Barnum 45L
Ctts. - 12 Per Case










The Professional Lightweight Dryer
1200 watts of power, 3 heat combined with 2 speed settings in
one switch, foldable table stand, concentrator attachment.












household germs. 18 oz.
Tylenol Extra-Strength Capsules
















without drying it out
8 oz.
Bailey Circus officials in
Charleston, W.Va., where the
train arrived Tuesday,
revealed no missing bear.
"It's a wild bear," Salyers
said. "Its ears and neck were
covered with wood ticks."
Salyers said he had a report
two weeks ago from a man
who said he saw three bears—
one adult and two cubs — in
the Greenbo Lake area.
"There have been other
sightings reported to me in the









was never able Lb verify them.
This is the first one I've seen."
He said the "motorist who
struck the bear may have
thought it was a cow.. . or it
could have been an out of state
motorist who thought bears
are common to this area. . . "
The body of the bear was
found by Tommy Bonzo, who
notified Salyers. Salyers said
the bear will be skinned and
mounted by the Kentucky





















Joe Bruna, state game
management director, said
his office has received reports
of "a few bears along the West
Virginia and Virginia and
Tennessee borders.
"We might get half a dozen
reports a year of people seeing
bears," he said. "It's hard to
confirm them becausl, our
people haven't seen thenf. But
we probably have a few along
the borders."
He said it was the first
confirmed bear kill in the
state in 12 yeare
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Kills Roaches, Ants, Fhes,





















Cool S. Comfortable For
Those Not Summer Days
Ladies
House Shoes
Choice of Terry Thong
or Heeless Scuff
Large Asst. of
Bright Colors $ 59
Reg. 2.29
Sizes 5-51/2 to 10-101/2
Large Selection Men's
Dress Shoes




Sizes 61/2 to 12
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TISSUE   4 Roll 79
Flavor Kist Asst. Flavors
COOKIES  5 oz. to 8 oz. 3/$1
%. FROZEN FOODS
Frosty Acres- 10 oz.
BROCCOLI SPEARS .39
Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut













2 lb. can Off the Reg
ular
Price
Limit I Per Customer
Expires 6-28-77
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Deaths and Funerals  1
Miss Smotherman
Dies At Age 36;
Services Thursday
Miss Mary Elaine
Smotherman of Hazel died
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway ,County
Hospital. She was 36 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The Hazel resident was born
December 12, 1940, and was
the daughter of I.owes
Paschall Smotherman, who
survives, and the late Terry
Smotherman.
Survivors are her mother,
Mrs. Smotherman. Hazel; two
sisters, Mrs. Glen ( Martha
Sue) Barnett, Hazel, and Mrs.
Ronald (Nancy) Jones,
Faliston, Md.; one brother,
Jimmy Smotherman, Ed-
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at eleven a.m.
at the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Coy Garrett of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Michael




fellow in the church cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call.
Jessie H. Smothers
Dies Suddenly At
The Age Of 59.,
Jessie Hicks Smothers was
-pronouneed-deadzivarrixalat.
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tri., at 1:30 a.
m. Tuesday. He was 59 years
of age and had reportedly
worked the night before at the
Paris Manufacturing Com-
pany where he was a
repairman.
Born May 24, 1918, in Benton
County, Tn., he was the son of
Edgar Smothers, who sur-
vives, and the late Ruby
Devault Smothers. He was a
veteran of World War II and a
member of Trinity United
--Methodist-en:web, - -----
Mr. Smothers is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mildred French
Smothers, to whom he was
married on April 13, 1946; his
father, Edgar Smothers,
Camden, Tn.; two daughters,
Mrs. ' Shirley Bagwell,
.Pilryear. In., and Mrs.
Virginia Fitzgerald, South
Fulton, In.; two sons, James,
Paris, In., and Clyde
Smothers, Fort Campbell; one
sister, Mrs. !Annie Hedges,
Camden, Tn.; two brothers,
Buford. Camden, In., and
Walter, McKenzie, In.; four
grandchildren.
The funeral services will be
held Thursday at ten a. m. at
IreDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, In., with
burial tg follow in the Hillcrest
Cemet‘.-y there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 22, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 496 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .25 higher sows steady .50 higher
US 1-2 20-230 Its $44.25-14.50
US 1-3 200-2401bs .. 943.75-44.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs .. 143 00-43.75
US 3-4 Z0.ZSOlbs. 94200.4300
Sow,
US 1-2 270-350 its
US 1-3300-500 lbs.
US 1-3 500-650 Its







To Be Thursday At
Pleasant Grove
Funeral services for Roy
Gordon will be held Thursday
at ten a. m. at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with the
Rev. W. Edd Glover and the
Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins,
Jr.. officiating. The music will
be by Mrs. I.. D. Cook, Jr., and
Mrs. Otto Erwin. \
Active pallbearers will be
Larry, Gary, and Barry Hill,
Coffield Vance, Pat Watkins,
and Paul Butterworth. The
Older Adult Sunday School
Class of North Pleasant Grove
Church will sit as an honorary
group.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may call and
where Masonic ,rites will be
conducted tonight I Wed-
nesday ) at 7:30 by Alford
Lodge No. 925 Free and Ac-
cepted Masons where Mr.
Gordon was a member.
Mr. Gordon, age 61, died
Tuesday at 7:10 a. m. at
Lourdes Hospital, .Paducah.
He had taken disability
retirement in 1971 after
working as maintenance
foreman for the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company since July 31, 1946.
He was a member of the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church and was an Army
veteran of World War II.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pearlene Inman Gordon,
807 North 16th Street Murray,
Gilbert Futrell's
Rites Held Today
The funeral for Gilbert
Futrell is being held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Bro. Harvey
Linn Elder and Dr. John
Huffman officiating.




Scoggins, and Leon Hamilton.
Burial will be in the Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Futrell, age 77, died
Monday at the Parkview
„kenter, Paducah. He was a
retired farmer and livestock
dealer of Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Myrtelee Hamilton
Futrell, 214 Slaughter Street,
Mayfield; two daughters,
Mrs. Richard W. Knight,
Murray, and Mrs. Augie
Schiller, Paducah; one son,
Del Futrell, Rockville, Md.;
one brother, Ben Futrell,
Phoenix, Ariz.; two grand-
children
to whom he was married on
November- 13;- 19313:lur-
mother, Mrs. Jesse Rhoda
Watkins) Gordon, Murray
Route Two; one daughter,
Mrs. Max (Virginia) Morgan,
Murray; one son, Steve
Gordon, Hazel Route One;
four grandchildren, Tim,





Bert Wilson, formerly of
Murray, died Tuesday at 11:30
a. m. at the Suburban
Hospital, Louisville. He was 81
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church here. Born
April 18, 1896, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Doc Wilson and Missouri
Nance Wilson.
Mr. Wilson is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Connie Paschall
Wilson; two daughters, Mrs
J. P. Smotherman, Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Clayton P.
Hall, Pensacola, Fla.; two
sons, Hugo Wilson, Louisville.
and Beck Wilson, Cadiz; three
sisters, Mrs. Lydia Foster,
Hazel Route One, Mrs. Ruby
Hill, Cambridge, Ohio, and
Mrs. Betty Story, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Goble
Wilson, Detroit, Mich.; six-
teen grandchildren; tsyenty-
two great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Jerrell White officiating.
Burial will follow in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today (Wednesday).
Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
Is Changing Their Name To
CAGLE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
We are adding new lines of office products
and equipment to our existing lines in order
to serve your needs better. We appreciate the
warm, friendly reception we have received
since we have been in Murray and are looking
forward to many years of service to you. We










Henry E. Elliott of 502 Pine
Street, Murray, died Tuesday
at 11:32 a.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. He was 92
years of .age.
The deceased was a retired
grocery store owner and a
member of the First United
Methodist Church. He was
preceded in death by his wife, Hold Supper f#Aeet
Mrs. Ella Ann Rowlett Elliott,
on April 17 of this year. They
had been married since
September 14, 1907.
Born November _5„1884, in
Calloway County, Mr. Elliott
was the son of the late John
William Elliott and Fannie
Stubblefield Elliott. He is
survived by one half brother,
Hobert Elliott, Murray Route
Five.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at ten a.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Hey. 1.V. James Fisher of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery..
Visitation will be from six to
nine p.m. tonight >Wed-
nesday) at the funeral home.
IN CONCERT—The Monson Family, a group of gospel
singers composed of three brothers and three sisters
who have traveled extensively throughout the Mid-
western and Northwestern United States, singing and
playing the electric guitar, bass guitar, and drums, will be
presented in concert at the Murray Church of the
Nazarene, Doran Road at Plainview, on Sunday, June 26,
at six p. m. The family has recorded four long-play
stereo albums, and have performed with some of the
top groups across the nation, according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Joseph P. McCaffry, who invites the
public to attend.
Murray 1957 Class Tv
Plans For Reunion
The graduating class of 1957
at the Murray Training School
will hold its 20-year reunion on
Sunday, July 3, at the Holiday
Inn, according to Mrs. Jimmy
(Patricia ) Parks, chairman of
the committee for the
arrangements.
A social "get acquainted"
hour will be held at 6:30 p. m.
and the dinner will follow at
-7:30 p. m. For further• in-






Gary Martin of Princeton
has been named the new
Associate Youth Director at
the First Christian Church
>Disciples of Christ) ac-
cording to Lyle Underwood,
Board Chairman. Martin will
assume his duties with the
high school youth program
starting the first of August.
Martin is a licensed student
minister and has served as
Youth Director at the First
Christian Church of Prin-
ceton, National Heights
Baptist Church, Riverdale,
Georgia, and worked with the
Ft. McPherson Protestant
Chapel as a youth teacher.
Mr. Martin graduated from
the D.M. Therrell High School
in Atlanta, Ceorgia. He has
attended The Citadel,
Charleston, S.C., the Dekalb
Community College in
Atlanta, and Georgia State
University Atlanta. Mr.
Martin will be enrolled here at
Murray State University in
the fall in the R.O.T.C.
program.
Mr. Martin lettered in all
sports in high school and was a
shot put in his freshman year
in college. He plays the guitar
and brass instruments.
Having been the son of a
career military officer he has
lived and traveled in various
places around the world.
Underwood said that he was
very pleased that "Mr. Martin
would be joining our church
staff and was looking forward
to working with him."
I,AKE DATA
Kenl..eky lAke. 7 a. in.
358.8.
Below dam 302.9, up 0.4.
Barkley lake, 7 a. in. 358.8,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.3, up 0.4.
Sunset 8:19 p. m. Sunrise
5:37 a. in.
A special supper for all
Master Masons and their
families of District Four of the
Free and Accepted Masons
will be held Friday, June 24, at
the Murray High School.
Max Weatherford, district
deputy, said the meeting will
be held at seven p. m. to be
followed by the dinner. He
urged all Master Masons and
their families to attend.
Malpractice...




companies will write coverage
over $100,000-$300,000 in
Kentucky."
He also said he feared that
some doctors may have
dropped coverage in excess of
the minimum required and
that "they now have a void in
coverage. "From the outset,
we told the people they should
continue to carry their excess
coverage," McGuffey said.
Despite the lower court
ruling, the Insurance
Department "assumed the
law was fully constitutional
and had continued collection
of the 10 per cent assessments,
McGuffey said.
The Supreme Court upheld
Franklin Circuit Judge Squire
Williams' ruling invalidating
sections of the law making
coverage mandatory, creating
the Patient Compensation
Fund and providing for
payment from the general
fund.
The_Supreme Court also
threw out a section of the law
dealing with peer group
review in medical
malpractice suits. The court
said it was irrelevant to the
subject of the legislation.
Justice John Palmore,
writing the unanimous
opinion, said the high court
held the compulsory
insurance requirement invalid
because there was no
indication of how it might ease
the scarcity of insurance




assessment on the general
fund, the Supreme Court said
it was unconstitutional for the
legislature to obligate a future
General Assembly for
unspecified claims which
might not be covered by the
Patients Compensation Fund,.
McGuffey said in a
telephone interview Tuesday
that he would confer with his
department's attorneys to
determine whether there are
grounds to petition the court
for a rehearing.
If the department feels it
must redraft sections of the
law, a special committee or
task force will be named to do
the job, McGuffey said.
,The proposed legislation
'would then be presented to the
1978 Genera: Assembly, he
said.. .
A...
(Continued From Page 1)
said. "But any orders have to
be releaser& on a systemwide
basis."
In March, E ;saying•TVA
is responsible fo 15 per cent of
the sulfurdioxi e pollution in
the nation, gave the
government u ility three
years to meet the federal
standards.
TVA has balked at the
orders, continuing to press its
arguments that the plants' tall
stacks, which keep the
pollution off ground level,
should be considered in any
enforcement plan.
Last year, the Supreme
-Court refused to -hear that
argument, in effect affirming
a lower court decision that
EPA does not have to consider
the tall stacks.
"All the tall stack does is
allow TVA SO2 to be spewed
out on someone else," said
Jack Raven, administrator of
EPA's regional office in
Atlanta-. "Out of sight-, dut of
mind is not consistent with
today's laws."
TVA officials also have said
full compliance with EPA's
orders could raise residential 
electric bills by as much as 17
Per cent. Saving it could not
meet the EPA timetable, TVA
finally relented in March and
agreed to meet the sulfur
emission limits by purchasing
more low sulfur coal, mainly
in the West. EPA had wanted
the utility to install 502
scrubbers at most of the
plants.
The suit filed in
Birmingham today listed the
Alabama Lung Association,
the Sierra Club and the
National Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) as plaintiffs.
The Sierra Club and NRDC
also are the plaintiffs in the
Paducah suits.
In addition to the gRDU and
Sierra Club, plaintiffs in the
suits filed in the Jour




Planning, the League of
Women Voters of Tennessee,
the Tennessee Thoracic
Society, the East Tennessee
Energy Group, the Tennesee
Enviromental Council and the
Vanderbilt Enviromirta I
Council.
"The suits are being filed
for) a simple reason," Rivkin
said. "TVA has ignored
deadline after deadline for
complying with the law.
Instead, they've engaged in a
strategy aimed at delaying
enforcement that we can no
longer tolerate.
"They're lobbying in
Congress, with the states, and
have, fought EPA and the
states every inch of the way in
the courts," he added
TVA's chief counsel, Herb
Sanger, described the legal
action as "cripple suits."
Last Friday, Alabama
officials filed a suit in
Birmingham federal court
seeking to force TVA to
comply with the federal
standards at Widows ;Creek
and Colbert. Kentucky Atty.
Gen. Robert Stephens said
Tuesday his state will
probably join in on suits
seeking to bring TVA's two
Kentucky ' plants into
compliance with the law.
In May, the Tennessee Air
Quality Board voted to grant
TVA state variances at the
four plants in Tennessee not in




Revival services at the
Bethel United Methodist
Church will begin Sunday
evening, June 26 and go
through Saturday evening,
July 2.
The Rev. Julian Warren,
pastor of Goshen and Lynn
Rev: Julian Warren
Grove United Methodist
Churches and former pastor of
Bethel, will be the guest
speaker each evening.
The Rev. Johnson Easley,
pastor of the church, invites
the public to attend the ser-
vices each evening. Prayer
groups will meet each evening
at 7:30 with the song service to
begin at 7:45 and preaching at




The annual Vacation Church
School will be held at the First
United Methodist Church
starting Monday, June 27, and
contindrig through Friday,
July 1,, according to Judy
Nighler, director, and RIO
Ann McLemore, assistant
director.
Classes for ages three years
. up to those completing the
sixth grade will be held from
9:00 to 11:30 a. M. each
morning. All childien in the
community are invited, a
church spokesman said.
The word toreador, referring
to the bullfighter, is no longer
used. In modern Spanish, the
bullfighter is called a torero.
Rummage Sale Will Be
Held, Nurses' Class
A rummage sale will be held
by the students of the Licensed
School of Practical Nursing on
Saturday, June 25, starting at
nine a. m. at the American
Legion Hall.
All types of merchandise
will be on sale and the public is




A gospel music concert will
be held at the Palestine Unitri
Methodist Church on Satur-
day, June 25, at 7:30 p. m.
Featured singers will be The
Gospel Men and The Sub-
missions, all of Marshall
County.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, tunneled to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc 36% -%
McDonald' Corp. 49%
Ponderosa Systeme , 9 AY
Kimberly Clark 474.
Union Carbide 51 -%
W.R. Grace 26%
Texaco a% isisc




Jim Walters 33% WIC
Kirsch 183t use
Disney 311% +46
Franklin Mint 11% -46
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av..  -3.22
Airco 32% -%
Am, Motors 4 taw
Ashland Oil 344. AS
AT&T. 634. mac
Fort Motor 56% 44
Gen. Dynamics 56% Lee
Gen. Motors le% -%
Gen. Tire • 29% unc
Goodrich 36% +45
Gulf Oil 364. -45
Pennwalt 364. +45
Quaker Oats 22% -A6
Republic Steel  -%
Singer Mfg. n lax
Tappan 9% -%
Western Union • 17% one















Thurs., Fri., Sat. Only
The Dottie Shop








draperies from us -











Why not do it yourself.
We have beautiful
colors to work with








Good Things From Kitchen At 10th And Main
By ANN UDDBERG
Kind gentle words and
thoughtful deeds have made
Flossie Mercer one of
Murray's most beloved
citizens. Although now
retired, she is probably best
know to most people through
her nursing career, but her
many quiet acts of kindness
continue. She and her husband
Charles celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary a few
years ago.
Charles still presides daily
at his barber shop, The White
Way Barbershop, across the
street from their home at 10th
and Main. He is also the
willing chauffeur for his busy
wife who always has sick or
lonely friends to visit, food to
deliver to those who are ex-
pecting company, who have
suffered a loss, or just because
it is someone's favorite
dessert and they need a treat.
Flossie grew up in Lynn
Grove as the oldest of the five
Jones girls. She quickly
learned that the best way to
help her mother was to be in
the kitchen with willing hands.
By the age of ten, she could,
under her mother's direction,
put together Sunday dinner for
the family and guests.
She also learned to love the
flowers her mother grew so
carefully in their yard. Today
she still has some of the
flowers from her girlhood
home growing in her own
yard. They are carefully
tended and shared gladly with
those who are interested'.
From her mother's plants she
First Super Saver Home Shows Dramatic Savings
Inside and outside, the year-
old home in Russellville,
Alabama, looks similar to
other houses in the neigh-
borhood. But one difference
sets it apart — this was the
first house in the Tennessee
VaPey built to TVA's Super
Sa% er standards.
Through its first 12 months
this home used only 6,064
kilowatthours of electricity for
both winter heating and
summer cooling, at a total
cost of just 8102.60 for the
year, TVA's Electrical
Demonstration Branch re-
ports. That 12-month period
included one of the coldest
winters, ever recorded in the
Tennessee Valley.
To check the effectiveness
A the home's energy-saving
features, it was equipped with
a separate meter to measure
electricity used in heating and
cooling apart from other home
uses. The ranch-style home
has 1,032 square feet of living
space.
Much of the energy savings
achieved by the Russellville
home and other Super Savers
is due to the extra thick in-
sulation in the attic, floors,
and walls. Insulation
requirements for Super Saver
homes include R-30 over the
ceiling and R-19 under floors
and in outside walls. These
amounts are considerably
higher than the minimum
levels recommended for








Plenty of storage and counter space, combined With an efficient
placement of refrigerator, sink and range, make this an ideal
plan for this kitchen, v. hich is 10x18 The planning desk and
hutch flanking the refrigerator are additional assets .
This kitchen, among an others, is included in
Kitchen Portfolio This portfolio
will save you a great deal of time.
Norry and money by helping you
plan your nevi kitchen properly.
using the services of a
professional kitchen planner Use
the coupon below to introduce






MY DREAM NoTCP4E64 PORTFOLIO
64 Page, 52









1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.
special framing in building a
new home.
Other energy-efficient
measures present in Super
Savers are an electric heat
pump, double-glazed doors
and windows, and insulated
exterior doors. These basic
Super Saver measures can be
used with a variety of house
plans.
J. W. Ward, Chief of the
TVA branch that developed
this program, says builders
who have participated in the
program so far feel the
benefits of a Super Saver
outweigh the extra costs in-
volved. "According to our
survey of builders, the initial
cost of a Super Saver home
runs an additional $500 to
81,000. The key here is the
payback period. We estimate
the homeowner can recover
this extra initial cost in just a
few years through savings on
electric bills, and then the
savings continue year after
year. .
"From all indications,
energy costs will continue to
rise in future years," Ward
said.' If the Super Saver idea
measures up as a good buy in
a new home built today,
imagine how those savings
will look by the time the same
home is 10 or 20 years old."
The Super Saver program is
being promoted by TVA
through the region's local
electric systems, who work in
turn with local contractors
and construction firms. In-
terest in the program has
recently expanded to include
similar programs begun by
private businesses and
citizens' groups.
A major southern building
supply firm (Lowe's, Inc.) is
now offering a home con-
struction package that in-
cludes building materials
based on the Super Saver
energy conservation stan-
dards. The package is com-
parable in price to a con-
ventional home construction
package. In Madisonville,
Tennessee, a group of private
citizens have formed their
own corporation to build Super
Saver homes.
Under the coordination of a
Nashville financing firm
(Home Federal Savings and
Loan Association), 15 con-
tractors have completed or
have under construction about
85 "Energy Conservation
Homes" in the Nashville area.
In Mississippi, the Farmers
Home Administration is
sponsoring some Super Saver
homes and also monitoring
similar conventional homes to
compare the energy efficiency
of the different types of
construction.
In an effort to adapt the
Super Saver concept to mobile
homes, a firm in north
Alabama (Embassy Mobile









near its seasonal peak
during June. And, as the
milk supply goes, dairy
products follow. This
means an abundance of all
dairy products like ice
cream, whipped cream,




Marketing Service say that
milk production is up about
2"2 per cent over last
year's production, and that
commercial stocks of
butter, cheese and nonfat
dry milk are at very high
levels.
Ice cream makes a
notable contribution to food
nutrients, for in every
scoop are benefits such as
protein, calcium and
Vitamins A and B2. Ice
cream is indeed a
delightful way to get these
healthful and important
, nutrients.
Ice cream has its own
USDA standards of iden-
tity. To be labeled ice
cream, it must contain a
minimum of 10 per cent
milkfat and 20 per cent
total milk solids. This
doesn't mean there isn't
richer ice cream on the
market if you prefer the
smooth, rich elegance of
such a dessert. Rich ice
cream can have as high as
16 per cent milkfat content.
To store properly, ice
cream should be placed in
your frozen food com-
partment and used within a
week. However, if stored in
a deep freezer at 0 degree
F. (-18 degree C.), it will
keep well for up to 2
months. Make sure the ice
cream carton is closed
tightly after each use to
prevent drying, shrinking
and the formation of ice
crystals.
The dipper or •spoon you
use to serve the ice cream
should be immersed in cold
.water. to prevent the ice
cream from sticking.
Shake the excess water
from the dipper to prevent
ice crystals in the ice
cream.
If you plan to add other
ingredients — such as nuts.
fruit, spices — the ice
cream should be stirring
soft. Break it up in a
mixing bowl and stir with a
wooden spoon. Pack this
mixed ice cream into a
mold and return to the
refrigerator.
To remove ice cream
from a mold, dip the mold
briefly into cool water
loosen at the rim with a
small spatula, invert it onti,
a chilled serving plate and
return to the freezer ti.
harden. Another method is
to loosen the ice cream at
the rim, invert the mold or.
a chilled plate, and cover
the mold with a cloth
wrung out in hot water
Repeat this process until
the mold is loosened.
If you prefer to make ice
cream into an event by
making your own, get fully
acquainted with the type Of
freezer you have. Then let
your imagination wander
to such interesting and
unusual flavors as banana
marshmallow ... peanut
fudge ripple ... macademia
chocolate ... lemon
strawberry. Create your




Ssesalhars lobs have net
received *Mir loometleilvered
me/ of llito Ahem Lociortr
Timm by 1:30 p.m. Alerwiay
Eric* or by 3:30 p.m. roe Seem
dors ore urged to all 753-1116
boteeee 5:39 p.m. d6m p.m
SA•aday-Friday, se 3:38 p.m
sad 4p... Sahrisms, to lasore
delivery of Has aawspapm. Calk
mart As Meld by 6 p.m. week
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georeortee delivery.
The Friendly Folks at Otasco
Save You Money With...
has Mock Orange bushes,
Lilly of the Valley, Surprise
Lillys. Lilac's and many
more.
From her father she learned
the importance of education.
She was in the first graduating
class of the Lynn Grove High





plications for new and used
vehicle dealerships in Ken-
tucky v.ere approved here this
week.
The approvals were an-
nounced by the Kentucky
Department of Transportation
(KYDOT1 following the last
regular meeting of the state's
eight-member Motor Vehicles
Dealers' Board cMVDBt.
Among those approved in
Calloway County were new
dealership applications
submitted by Donald
Crawford Used Cars, of Lynn
Grove, and J & J Motor Sales,
of Almo.
Under state law. all new and
used motor vehicle dealer-
ships must be licensed . to
operate by the Bureau of
Vehicle Regulation in
KYDOT. The MVDB is the
approving authority. Its
membership is appointed by
the Governor and includes




It was during her first and
only year teaching that she
met Charles Mercer and
charmed him into moving to
Murray. At this point she
decided to Pursue her nursing
career, although her 'father
pointed out that "nice girls"
didn't become nurses. It
wasn't until World War II
broke out that she started to
work at the hospital full time.
Her children, LaDonn and
Charles, were old enough to
care for themselves and un-
derstand why their mother put
long hours in at the hospital.
LaDonn married a hand-
some young Navy cadet from
the University and now lives
in Columbia, Mississippi.




Flossie cooks by feel and
how things look. With all the
experience she has had she
instinctively knows what she
is doing. She enjoys creating
lovely things in her kitchen
and says that it is a great way
of relaxing, and sharing these
things is a special pleasure.
For beginning cooks or
those who would like to ex-
pand their talents she highly
recommends "The Murray
Woman's Club Cookbooks" as
a source for excellent 'new
recipes and entertaining
ideas.
Although her civic activities
have been limited now due to
her health, and she is leaving
the chairmanships of various
drives in the capable hands of
others, she remains active in
the First Baptist Church and
the Murray Woman's Club.
Today she shares some, of
her very favorite recipes.
Pecan Pie
c. sugar








Cream butter and sugar.
Add eggs, flour, and syrup.
Beat well. Add pecans. Put
filling in unbaked nine inch pie
shell. Bake approximately 45
min. in 350 degrees oven.
Pork Chop Casserole
serves 6)
6 medium Pork Chops
1 large onion
I can Mushroom Soup
x4 c. water
1 T. Worchestershire Sauce
6 med. potatoes
salt and pepper to taste
Peel and slice potatoes into
greased casserole. Peel and
slice onion on top of this.
Spoon ia can of soup over
potatoes and onion. Arrange
pork chops in dish. Add salt.
pepper and add x4 c. water to
the rest of soup and Wor-
chester Sauce. Pour over pork
chops. Cover and cook l'-
hours at 325-350 degrees.
Easy Rolls
1 package dry yeast
1 c. warm water





Poor yeast in warm water
Add the rest of the
ingredients. Let rise in a
warm place. Work down with
one cup of flour. Store in
refrigerator until ready to use.
Will keep several days. Bake
rolls in 325-350 degrees oven.
Pound Cake
8 c. sugar
3 sticks of butter




Cream butter and sugar
together well. Add two eggs
and beat. Add 1 c. flour.
Repeat this two more times.
Mix well between each ad-
dition.
Bake at 300 degrees 1 hour
and 15 minutes. Test before
removing from oven.
eMurray Ledger 8r Times












FOUR-PLY POLYESTER CORD • 78 SERIES DESIGN
119 7 ,— : s II
4 _ ,
.71A3 114KIB roll .--- ".75 I 4
pl. I 74 I I 1 f"--- , ,,„, ,  t
roma Km off cot i_____ 64 ° '  4
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FREE MOUNTING AND ROTATION
WHEELS BALANCED S1.50 PER WHEEL — WEIGHTS INCLUDED
DP (1
27 47






THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT BELTED TIRE
POLYESTER CORD PLIES • isiRGLAS5 56175
• 78 SERIES DESIGN • TUrflIS WIIIILWALLS
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
UNIROYAL TIRES FOR YOUR
EVERY DRIVIrl..; NEED.
WE TAKE Tiff i 04FUSION
OUT OF LIUTIll.; TIRES AND










SALE PIKES GOOD AT OVER 600 STOITE5 TNROUGNOUT Till SOLITE! AM SOUTHWEST
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-$391 -==11











Help Trim Your Food Budge






STOCK THE FREEZER WITH THIS
BONUS BUNDLE
S LBS. CHOICE ROMEO STEAKS
5 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
5 LBS. FRISK GROSINO BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER °MARTENS
5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
















(While II•entilles Lou. Ho coupon required)








Denture Adhesive "raj 88'
FAST ACTING





708. 79 NW 4
Motor Oil GT 49'
ALUM






pi I: KcosT COT Elt COUPONAIlle
Nes ices gun











COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE WKIALS:
<% 
we get a speciol manufacturer's
allowance, we pass the savings on to you.
These reductions ore usually good for more than
one week.
U.S. GOV'T. GRADED 0101C1
Flat Briskets  Ls. 98400111111LISS
COST CUTTER "THIS VIEWS SPECIAL":
Each week deep-cut specials in all
departments, plus bonus coupons for extra
savings. Cost Cutter "This week's Special"
signs will locate these values for you.
Prices effective though Tuesday, June 28th. Quantity
righy reSerwed. Copyright 1977. The Kroger Co,
U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CNOKI

















IGaer A 11:1 [COST-CUTTER COUPON3IIIII









































WE 14AVE VT14AT IVE ADVERTISE apt .14 peyodee 0 dee to tond.r.ons beyond no onn or n.in our 01 0.0
Weer/tool tdoecol oubet010eimoreornible erred or a s.nrobor boy 00o at dive tat 0 ahati at he
nri."111.14 *Kee rft the 11/1111  0/11•/.../. enilen 30 dor s in GUAR MOO into' 01/ SIlL / yok. r • re.
&owns feed torn a de agoo donne,* ••• wicxe lOtat ltOt at rehod tow 11100.1
U.S.D.A. GRAM 'A' NW FARMS
Fryer Backs LI. 19'
V.S. GOVT. GRADED alma CENTER COS
Chuck Steak lb 88'
MUTT BED
Spare Ribs 111. 99'
FROM
Pork Butt Roast LI 98'
GLENDALE 1-21/2
$ 1 9 9Handy Hams Is. AVG.
MGM IT 1111 PIKE
Jumbo Bologna II 79 '•
AMY
Frozen Patties 'pit 99'
ASSORTED VARIETIES
Celeste Pizza itee 79'






aa7 WORTH 104 OFF




IME with this coupon Expires June 28M
re7111111MH1111111111111
_ 
'F114r 1 [COST-CUTTER COUPON] I
All-Vegotablo
CRISCOm4r
111 oz. NMI NMI gm
box EMI
NEM .M1
with Mos coupon ond '10 00 purchose exciudonia items prohoboted by OMBwail Mos coupon and '10 t/O purcriase excluding items pronibited Or
low and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subieci to am gin low ond in oddition to the cost of coupon merchonclise Subtect to OM NM
applicoblo faxtS Emit one Expires June 28th. -appficable taxes Limit One Exports June 28th
MI
11111111117




11•111with thss coupon ond '10 00 purchase excluding stems prohibited Cry
low and in °Motion to the cost of coupon inecchondise Subic.° ,
applicable tases Limit one Exports June 28th
KROGER M. SANOW101 OR
II





















I 01 TUGS 59 4PIG Of 2
5 9 Fruit Cocktail  2 17 01CANS 79'
CROWN SMALL






















MGM MULE CUT 0511G.








4 1608. $ 1CANS
0161/2oz. Q041CANS 11) 7
01111:11CCOST CUTTER COUPONAIIII:r ... NM or Self-Rising
40. PILLSBURY S lit 7c=
il lL FLOUR RAG 8 . gm
28ththis coupon. limit one. Expires June  
5.1.1111111111111111111 
K5
jp:1 [COST cum' courooglille
Pillsbury Hungry Jock
VINSTANT 153/4 OZ. 85 C imsPOTATOES  BOX






JARS w 11 with this coupon lsrosit one ['Ewes June 28th .ain
711111111111111111111111
C,02177 jr hovers
EosT c ou potg










aGELATIN 4 3 02 8 •iNiwith Mos coupon tint onePaExWisir.es June 28 Ma
:171 .111111111111111111i05
OF:IC(0Si cuntR coupoN] Ingle




liZ4:1 INSTANT MAXWELL NOUSE um".me
RIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1
with this coupon limit one Expires lune 280
lQj3ur111:1 1:<OS1 CUTTER C0UP0h311111111:
.cI•o1g,1..-., 
 
1r" 11AriEQUE :ls!. 63SAUCE  oi gm


























rile/ toward the purchase of half -gal cm of umvir
TROPICANA ORANGE JUICE m°
°mirth this coupon U Elmnit one Exowes June 28th —
;III 111 I I III I I I I I II KZ
CIFNIECOST CUTTER COUPON]11111:
WORTH 10' Off =TOWARD THE PURCHASE Of A 1 LB RAG Of am•-) 
imm
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WKHA 35 Barbourville 12
Lexington-Richmond. WKLE 46 Boston-Butler 64
Louisville  WKMJ 68 Cowan Creek-Eolie  9
Madisonville WKMA 35 Falmouth 56
Morehead WKMR 38 Louisa . . 10
Murray-Mayfield WKMU 21 Plnetellle  8















4:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Heidi'• Heidi returns
home to a joyous reunion with
her grandfather. (Captioned)
IR. from Sun.)
7:00/6:00 M. D. "Rheumatoid
Arthritis"
7:30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Cabbage, brus-
sels sprouts, cauliflower and
corn. (P from Mon.)
8:00/7:00 THE PAL L ISERS
Plantagenet and his government
are attacked by the press.
9:00/8:00 THE AGE OF UN-
CERTAINTY "Lenin and the
Great Ungluing" An explora-
tion of the break-up of the old




learns that, under pressure,
many shareholders have with-
drawn from his Carnmore Com-
pany. (R. from Sun.)
11:00/10:00 GE)) SERIES



























songs and down-home satire by
the funniest man in Washington.
10:00/9:00 DOCUMENTARY
SHOWCASE "Galveston: The
Gilded Age of the Golden Isle"
Traces the history of Galveston,
a beautiful island off the coast








1:00/12:00 GED SE RIES
"Social Studies III: Anthropolo-
gy" (R. from Thurs.)
2:00/1:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: SUPERNATURAL
FILM FESTIVAL "Rocking
Horse Winner" A youngster
keeps picking winners at the
races while riding his rocking
horse, but his unusual gift soon
leads to tragedy. (R. from Tues.)
4:00/3:00 BLACK PERSPEC-
TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
An examination of black male
and female relationships.
5:00/4:00 NOVA "Across the
Silence Barrier" explores the
world of deafness in a society
that hears and takes, language
for granted. (Captioned) IR.
from Wed.)
6:00/5:00 COUSTEAU: OASIS
IN SPACE "Population Time
Bomb"
RIO JOIN A. OW INTERNATIONAL
STRONG CIRCUS
111111111c:dn.. k
***UNDER TIE BM TOP • • •
Presented by the
Hurray Fraternal Order of Police
Thursday, June 13, 1977
Central Shopping Center
Performances at 6 p.m. & 8 P.m.
FAMILY DISCOUNT COUPON
Present at Circus Box Office
Admits family of 7 or less
FOR ONLY $5.50
Admission without coupon
• ADULTS $3 00 CHILDREN $2.00
4
6:30/5:30 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW (R. from
Fri.)
7:00/6:00 WALL STREET
WEEK (R. from Fri.)
7:30/6:30 SAUDI ARABIA:
THE NEWEST SUPERPOWER
A look at this small country of
great constrasts, where primi-
tiveness and enormous riches
exist side by side.
8:30/7:30 THE BEST OF
ERNIE KOVACS In this last
show of the series, a look at
Kovecs' last regularly scheduled
broadcast. (R. from Wed.)
9:00/8:00 MARK RUSSELL
COMEDY SPECIAL (R. from
Fri.)
9:30/8:30 AMERICANA
"Thomas Hart Benton's 'The
Sources of Country Music' "
Chronicle of the last major work
of this great American muralist.
10:00/9:00 AT THE TOP "Trib-















12:00/11:00 STUDIO SEE A




1:30/12:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Heidi" Aunt Clara
comes for a visit and is delighted
with everything she sees.
2:00/1:00 THE AGE OF UN-
CERTAINTY "Lenin and the
Great Ungluing" (R. from
Thurs.)
3:00/2:00 JAMES 'MICH-
ENERS' WORLD In the debut
of this series James Michener
takes viewers on a personal odys-
sey to the birthplace of the
world's three great religions.
(R. from Wed.)
4:00/3:00 GREAT PERFORM-
ANCES: DANCE IN AMERICA
"Trailblazers of Modern Dance"
The history of modern dance in
America from Isadore Duncan
to Martha Graham.
5:00/4:00 FALL OF EAGLES
"Requiem for a Crown Prince"
The violent suicide of Prince
Rudolf at Mayerling prompts a
love nest cover-up undermining
the Austrian dynasty.
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-




7:00/6:00 FOLK GUITAR Les-
son Three
7:30/6:30 PHOTOGRAPHY—
HERE'S HOW Lesson Three









Francis is taken seriously ill,
Demelza insists on helping
Elizabeth nurse him, and the














6:30/5:30 UNIVERSE AND I
"Incident on Cannon Mountain"
A snowstorm crashes down on a
meteorologist's elation and dem-












Conrad's is Moving Back
To Paducah
Everything in the Store
Must Be Sold
Pianos
It Drastically Reduced Prices







Organs Start at $200"
CONRAD's PIOARNGOASNasnd
Olympic Plaza 753-1424
HERE'S HOW Lesson four
10:00/9:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-















6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE A visit
with Harold Knight, a 13-year
old lightweight boxing cham-
pion.
7:00/6:00 M. D. "Hepatitis"
7:30/6:30 FALL OF EAGLES





9:00/8:00 WOODY A salute to
big band leader Woody Herman,
10:30/9:30 DIAMOND RIV-
ERS A look at the life of a dia-
mono prospector in South Amer-
ica
11 -00/10 00 GE)) SERIES





4:00/3 00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4-00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4 30 ELECTRIC COM-
PANY
6:00/5 -00 200M
6:30/5 30 UNIVERSE AND I
"Sea Search- A search for sunk-
en treasure demonstrates the
tides, makeup, currents and un-
tapped potential of the world's
oceans.
7:00/6:00 CONVERSATION
WITH DR. WILLIE LEE ROSE
7:30/6.30 KENTUCKY MAGA-
ZINE "Ourselves and that Pro-
mise" by Appalshop Films.
8:00/7.00 NOVA "The New
Healers" Rural poor around the
world ate largely unaffected by
Western medicine. Nova exam-
ines the reasons and remedies in
Tanzania. Guatemala and the
Unitea States.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORM-
ANCES THEATER IN AMER-
ICA -Waiting for Godot" Los
Angeles Actor's Theater produc-
tion of Samuel Beckett's play.
Upton Sinclair's 1906 novel,
"The Jungle," about the Chi-
cago stockyards, led to an in-
vestigation of the meat-packing
industry and the passage of the
first federal pure food laws.
Students To Participate
In Intern Program, 1.13L
GOLDEN POND, Ky. ---
Thirty-eight students from 23
universities across the nation
are participating in the
sumnier internship program





western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
The program is designed to
help students gain practical
experience in their field of





During the 12- to 15-week
summer program, students
work as staff members in
family campgrounds, group
camps, the Environmental
Education Center, or the
administration office at
Goldfli Pond, Kentucky.
- Students receive a stipend
from their university and also
academic credit in many
cases.
A two-day orientation
program on Land Between
The Lakes showed students
the many facets of the project
Irons recreation to wildlife
management and main-
tenance.
An extensive tour was also
conducted to acq uaint
students with the many
facilities at 1.;ind Between The
Akes and to help orient them










of Maine, St. Cloud State
University, University of
Illinois, University of Ten-
nessee at Martin, North
Carolina State Ic ti ,t t
Middle Tennessec
University, Brockport \r




University of Ala bout
(;rambling State Universi
Memphis State Unit ersit
University of Missou
Mississippi State Universit
Auburn, ohne State Univt
sity, Cooperstown, and Tex
Tech
The intern program, the
largest of its kind within the
Tennessee Valley Authority,
has grown front four students
in 1964 to 57 students in last
year's program, In ail, almost.
2.50 students from 35 college's
and universities have par-
ticipated.
Prairie Schooners were thelarge covered wagons used by






















,"TURNED ON" TEE SHIRTS 9 9,..THE TEE SHIRT THAT
CHANGES COLORS
























Y. de 6 FT. x 15 IN.
FLEXWALL 1/2 GAL,
POOL CHARCOAL
















































































FROM ANY STANDARD NEGATIVE
OR SLIDE 
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1
By Abigail Van Buren
She's Second To CB
And Calling '10-33'
DEAR ABBY: Whoever invented the CB radio sure
invented a road monster. My husband, a once law-abiding
citizen, now gets into his car, turns on his CB and starts
".: looking around for other CB antennas. He then identifies
the color and make of the car and asks if they have their
"ears" on.
Next he gets a "front door man" and a "back door man"
so he can exceed the speed limit without getting caught by
a "Smokey" or "bubble gum machine" (police).
Meanwhile, everybody else with a CB is speeding,
looking for road buddies and driving with one hand on the
wheel and the other holding a speaker. By the time we've
reached our destination I'm exhausted.
We just returned from one of those "fun" weekends, and
I am ready for a straitjacket. Four hours over and four
hours back with breakers I to 9, and that's it for me.
Before my husband got a CB we enjoyed a leisurely
:- drive listening to soothing FM music. No more!
Next time I'll stay home. My handle?
STEAMED BE AVER
DEAR BEAVER: Don't sell the CB'ers short. When you
need help on the road you might have a long wait before a
Tijuana Taxi (sheriff) or Smokey (police) happen by, but
those guys in the 18 wheelers (big trucks and trailers) are
great in a 10-33 (emergency) situation.
DEAR ABBY: Please settle a debate between my
gentleman friend and me.
I just turned 28, at which time Jim informed me that I
-am now an "old maid."
Jim's definition of an old maid is any woman who is 28
and single, regardless of whether she has been previously
married.
My definition of an old maid is a-woman who is 30 and
:has never been married.
Which of u.s comes closer to your definition?
I am a divorcee, so even though I am unmarried at age
18, I do not consider myself an old maid.




' DEAR LINDA: Jim owes you a dinner'. (PS. The term
"old maid" went out with the buttonhook. I prefer
"unclaimed jewel.")
DEAR ABBY: You said that most handwritten
do-it-yourself wills aren't worth the paper they're written
on.
As a lawyer I must inform you that this is probably true
-in many instances, but a will that is written, dated and
signed in the hand of the testator can be written on toilet
- paper, and it's as valid as one drawn up by an attorney.
'Furthermore, in California a holograph (hand-written will) •
is simpler to execute because no witnesses are required.
CALIFORNIA LAWYER
DEAR LAWYER: Judging from my mail, a lot of
lawyers read my column. I still say in matters having to do
with law, it's cheaper and wiser in the long run to seek
• 
advice from a lawyer.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
Begin Summer With
Basics Of Arthritis
"Start the summer out right
by getting the facts straight
about arthritis," recommends





arthritis can really hurt
people when they are
prevented from getting proper
Care," says Mrs. McLucas.
'Those who put down arthritis
as just minor aches and pains
Sire just as bad as those who
think nothing much can be
done."
In (act, Mrs. McLucas
pointed out that some forms of
arthritis can cause constant
pain, all over the body, and
severe joint deformity — if
allowed to progiess un-
checked. Over 3.5 million
Americans have become
handicapped in this way.
Yet, with proper treatment,
a great deal can be done. Pain
can be alleviated. Much and
sometimes all crippling can be
prevented. Crippling which
already has occurred can be
greatly reduced and corrected
through surgery.
The patient who sees a
qualified physician in the
earliest stages of the disease
can expect to be saved from
its most serious effects. Only a
traineil physician can
properly diagnose which of the
nearly 100 types of arthritis a
victim has and determine the
best treatment.
To get all the facts straight,
Mrs. McLucas suggested
writing for a free booklet,
"Arthritis - The Basic Facts,"
available from The Kentucky
Chapter of The Arthritis
Foundation, 1381 Bardstown
Road, Louisville, Kentucky
40204. The Arthritis Foun-
dation is an Agency of The
United Givers Fund.
VA, WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE




FOR THE PRICE OF At ROOM
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hail,
playground Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
tions Pets welcome. Fishing, Jag.










Pf,Ce of a room
,A30 wk.
ddi. /or
(110 Of 305 unitsi
10041 677-0I6i
• For free Color tvo'hure and 
,nformalon err.f•
▪ ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT Dept. P730
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
None
Address











Large, heavy duty, 21-quart blue enamel can-
ner comes with rack and holds 7 quart-size
jars.
JAr[FTER
Handy tong-like lifter for remov-





Glass Jars in assorted
sizes for your canned
vegetables and fruits.
Re-use each year.
WIDE MOUTH PINT JARS . . . 2.87
WIDE MOUTH QUART JARS . . 3.07
REG. MOUTH PINT JARS . . . . 2.00
FREEZER
Reg. ;1.27
Your choice of six 1/2-pt.
size, eight 1-pt. size. six
1 1/2-pt, size, four 10-qt, size,
and two 1/2-gal. size.
CANNING JAR CAPS









Superstick freezer tape and
marking pen in one package.








Famous Heinz white ci.cler







,4 God thru June 25, 1977
For canning low-acid















Aluminum canner holds 7 quart or 9 pint tars.
Steel wire rack included. Has strong metal han-
dles, snug fitting cover.
For large quantity canning and cooking with
no watching necessary . . . no needless











size, twenty 1-qt. size,
or twelve 1/2-gal. size
CANNING HELPERS
COLANDER  1.66
21/2 QT. ROTARY FOOD PRESS 5.77
FRUIT JAR FUNNEL  57C
Essential utensils get the Job done. Food press
for fruits and vegetables, 3-qt. colander for




Serrated tip on stainLess steel
























ti, macaroni, etc. Capac-












Mashes, strains, rices, purees and grates. Re-





For wide and standard caps








The 8 shelves adjust to hold
any size item. Easy-to-as-
semble unit will hold over
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HIGDON FURNITURE PRE-MOVING SALE
We are forced to move into a much larger warehouse to accomodate incoming and back-up inventory. Our present
warehouse simply is not large enough to fill our needs. To facilitate rapid movement, all in stock merchandise will be reduced...
% OFF
RETAIL VALUE
UST 3 DAYS ENDS SAT., JUNE 25TH
ABS° 1.1J1T LY








ALL WOOD: W/ FORMICA TOPS
TABLE 18 CHAIRS — 978.00
PINE ONE TO SELL!
TABLE & 4 CHAIRS — $148.00
PIN-t: ONE TO SELL!
TABLE & 4 CHAIRS 948.00















RETAIL VALUE $148 JO
for 8 (3 TO SELL!)
ALL IN STOCK MERCIANDISE IN
WAREHOUSE & SHOWROOM ON SALE!























RETAIL VALUE $25.9 $128.00
fcGDON
-urniture
U.S. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT - 247-7710
OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY, 8 AM 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM 8 PM
MAYFIELD 
if
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HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN S
roltillOtin SALE
1 
6 Si 39FRUIT DEUGHT
•
AMERICAN CHEESE Y2 6 69'
smeedweimeirvve
Every Health & Beauty Aid At Big John's Is
From Our Deli
LUNCHEON SALAD ',"2 lb. 79'
DISCOUNT PRICED!
Miss Bred 11 .
AIR SPRAY 79'
Earth Bern It az.SHAmpo0119‘
1sopro Phyl Rubbing 16 oz.
ALCOHOL 3 For si









;I tee ii! '• rep pries Wee toe <0*m Pet





T.. eppleteble re rep prim. liet me teepee per
lemip et at 1111111111re Pers• PI, 1977
il4c11,i1.000iillOME100441.11,41,si,
is cup Blue Bonnet oleo
's cup Martha White flour
cups Rig John milk
Big John's Mix'en -N- Fix'ens for Ham
1 Wyler chicken boullon cube 1 teaspoon McConnicks prepared mustard
2 ounces Kraft shredded American Cheese f teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
2 cups cubed fully cooked ham
Yi cup sliced, Libby's ripe ohyes
2 tablespoons Dromedary canned pimento chopped
2 tablespoons snipped parsley
6 toast cups
Melt butter blend in flour. Add milk, cup water, and bouillon cube. Cook and stir till thick and bubbles. Add cheese, mustard, and Wor-
cestershire; shrill' cheese mefts. Add ham and next 3 ingredients. Spoon into toast cups.
Toast cups —* skis Big John enriched white bread, trim curst from bread, brush both sides of each slice with butter, press each slice into
muffin cup. Bake at 375 for 8-10 minutes unti golden brown.
Grade A Medium
EGGS Do„.3V




Family Pac Paper Ctn.
ICE CREAM 














gal. jug '1 19
  15 oz. can 5 for
15 oz. can 5 lor
" "10113153F*,
-> Country Time (With Coupon)
LEMONADE $198i MIX 50 OZ.
,•, applitela to mg. pave. Lien am teepee pee





Star Kist In Wafer or Regular
.sttliariti. CHUNK ra
UGHT TUNA 6 oz. Can 7
Blue Bonnet Quarters 1 lb. Pkg.
OLEO 288
Hyde Park Cut Green Beans Or Golden Sweet
 16 oz. can 3 for 894
HCyOdeRPNark Frozen
ORANGE JUICE 
Banquet Frozen 17 Pieces






12 oz plsp,. 594
$398
  16 oz. box 79'






'1 gal. jug 894





CATALINA DRESSING 16., bd. 99`
Perfect Reg. 75'
POTATO CHIPS twin pack 59'
Pet Whip
FROZEN TOPPING too,. 594
Pet Ritz Deep Dish
PIE SHELLS 12 oz 59(
Brook's
CATSUP 
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YOUVEBEEN
There's Always Lots Of
ONE!!
IN BIG JOHN
NOW WORTH $ 2 5O0.00'SFREE CASH CASH POT (Jiffy Pot Never Lass Than $100.00) I
Is YOUR CARD PUNCHED?!



























Whole Smoked (Sliced 77̀ )
PICNIC 6.67
Mrs. Weavers Chicken, Ham, Turkey







7 A.M. to II P. M.















3 lb regular $269
lb 694
  (Sked free) lb. "49
June 22 Aro June 28
FARM FRESH
FRUITS & VEGETABLES




























Sherwood Spicy Brown Glassware
THIS WEEK'S
1 SPECIALMIWWWWieSPICYPITCHER 1 •jBROWN $ 39
n












































































A rainbow of colors
outside, a protective
liner inside. This handy


















Buy One Set One Free
$3.02 Value
Say-Rite's 91
















Say-Rite boo Ilia Official Maier Leaps
Ballots
All-Star Pick up your ballot










eTwinjector Blades 5's Value
•Trac Illtazor or
































































Aim Toothpaste 6.4 oz.
$1.52 Value 151 Off Label
Say-Rite's




























Stacking Tumblers 13 oz.
Muppet Pictures Include:
Big Bird, Cookie Monster, Ernie,
and Oscar the Grouch
'Super White Break-Resistant Plastic
'Dishwasher Save — Detergent-Proof
Say-Rite's
Low Price 74'






Alabama — LTVA's 1977
national fertilizir conference
is scheduled for the Municipal
Auditorium in Kansas City,
Missouri, on July 26-27.
: The conference will again be
held in conjunction with The
Fertilizer Institute's Trade
Fair, which is set for the
adjacent Kansas City Con-
vention Center.
- -TVA sponsors the c-tori .
ference apart of its program
of making • available in-
formation about new fertilizer




This year's conference will
feature programs on fertilizer
supply outlook, new products
and marketing systems, and
other topics of interest to the
fertilizer industry.
Wheelchair Occupant Still
Leads Full, Active Life
Although Wilma Vanlan-
dingham lives in a wheelchair,
she lives independently. She
participates in sports ac-
tivities, drives a car equipped
with hand controls and
recently, boarded a plane and
flew to Washington, D. C., to
attend the White House
Conference on the Han-
dicapped.
Wilma uses a wheelchair




of her bones. For thapast four
years, she has worked as a
clerk-typist at the Eastern
Kentucky . Rehabilitation
Center in Thelma, a small
town outside Paintsville. In
her spare time, Wilma works
to improve conditions for the
handicapped. ,
"The attitude which a
handicapped person develops
about his or her disability can
mean success or failure," said,
Wilma. "An attitude of in-
feriority, even if it is the
reflection of attitudes around
the individual, is no less real
and no less damaging."
As one of the 30 participants
from Kentucky in the White
House Conference, Wilma
studied social attitudes,
-culture- arid recreation. Later
she related some of the
recommendations-made at the
conference to improve social
attitudes and to help eliminate
prejudices about handicapped
individuals.
"It is not possible to change
attitudes by passing a law, but
it is possible to direct
behavior," she said. "In
addition major businesses and
governmental agencies can
help the effort by removing
WESTERN KENTUCKY
TRAVEL TRAILERS
Rt. 68 & 124 Cadiz, Ky. Ph. 502-522-8057
Grand Opening
June 22 Thru 26













into braille and broadcasting
captioned news on television."
Another recommendation is
tagged "mainstreaming
services" by Wilma. By this
she means that services
should be provided to han-
dicapped persons in the same
ways as they are provfded to
others'. The handicapped do





children are included in the
public schools, the ojlitgr
children can grow up thinkm
of them as being more alike
than different," Wilma- ex-
plained.
Encouraging companies
and service agencies who deal
with handicapped individuals
to develop a policy of af-
firmative action was another
suggestion. "It should be a
matter of routine for com-
panies and agencies to inform
their employees of this
policy," added Wilma. "From
the sales clerk to the garage
mechanic, every worker
should receive a clear
statement of the employer's
position on this issue, rein-
forced as necessary by in-
service training."
Informing the public about
new legislation and the issues
can help promote better un-
derstanding and acceptance of
persons, regardless of han-
dicaps. "The continued effort
to provide awareness of the
handicapped person's needs
through the media is a vital
way in which each disabled
1dlduflan1wlp:
"Last, but not least, just
being a good example yourself
is one of the most effective
ways to change attitudes and
combat prejudice," Wilma
said.
The national plan of action
developed during the con-
ference will be submitted to
Congress and printed by the
end of the year.
For more information on
how social attitudes affect the
handicapped, contact Mar-









Baby Boy Rowlett (Mother
Glenda, Rt. 3 Bx. 376 K
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Jennifer R. Jones, Rt. 3
Benton, Mr. Paul Smothers,
185 A. New Concord, Mrs.
Frances E. Ezelle, Rt. 1 Bx. 27
Murray, Mrs. Vicki P.
Thompson and Baby Boy, Rt.
8 Benton, Mrs. Paula W.
Morton, Rtrl Bx. 1231 Murray,
Mrs.-Virginla Critifield, Rt.- 6
Murray, Allen B. Ratterree,
712 Elm Murray, Mrs. Betty J.
Robinson, 701 Alexander
Paris, Tn., Joseph A. (Tony)
Williford, Rt. 1 Bx 92 Murray,
Mrs. Jeanette Storey, Bx. 529
.-.--Murray, Miss Sandra L.
Miller, Rt. 1,Bx. 158 Murray,
Mrs. V. Anne :Grogan, 1609
Magnolia Murray, Ralph
Williams, Rt. 1 Puryear, Tn..
Mrs. Ina L. Thompson, 2010
Coldwater Rd. Rt. No.
Murray, Mrs. John P. Cissell,
Rt. 5 Mayfield, Mrs. Charlene
F. Morgan, Rt. 3 Bx. 161
Murray, Gene Miller Dodd,
605 S. 9 Murray, Mrs. Allene
D. Evans, Rt. 6 Murray.,Mrs.
Betty W. Cassity, Rt. 3 Bx. 213
Murray, Noel G. Buchanan,
Rt, 1 Hazel, Buns Fart, Rt. 1
Bx. 123 Buchanan, Tn., Mrs.
B. Wall Melugin, 719 Poplar
Murray, Crawford Dobbins,
Rt. 2 Bx. 34'Paris, Tn., James





Baby Boy Ellis (Mother
Pamela), 321 Jackson Paris,
Tn., Baby Boy Underhill
(Mother Kathy), Rt. 3
Murray.
4pism1SSAIS.
'Mrs. Dorothy J. Lawrence,
Murray, Manor F-6.Murray,
Jason E. Hillers, RE 1 Bx. 220
Westbille, Ind., Harold J.
Pritchett, Rt. 1 Dexter, Mrs.
Modena M. Carroll, 502 Blair
Murray, Mrs. Hazel Adams,
Rt. 1 Hazel, William S. Hart,
Rt. 2 Stewart, Tn., Bernice
McPherson, 517 Broad
Murray, Mrs. Belle E. Henley,
517 Anderson Mayfield, Mrs.
Almer V. Lee, Bx. 45 Dexter,
Manard Ragsdale, 503 N. 6
-Murray, Orfield Byrd, Rt. 2
Murray, John T. Taylor, Rt. 4
Murray, Mrs. Bessie B. West
(expired), Fern Terrace
Lodge Murray.
See Oiez at the• •
1977 Murray-Calloway Co.
‘11111MEE
July 11-16, 1977 at the Jayce Fairgrounds
TRAC7OR
PMWAIG
Ky. Lake Music Barn Show





Jail Study Is Being Conducted
The Kentucky Association of
Counties and the Kentucky
Bureau of Corrections are
conducting a regional jail
study funded by the Federal
Government..
Through this study, data
will be collected on all county
and city jails within the
Commonwealth. The purpose
of the study is the
classification of jail facilities,
space utilization limitations,
physical plant deficiency,
length of inmate incarceration
and -the formulation -of - a
uniform jail operational
budget system.
Analysis will be made of
existing and preliminary
plans of specialized programs
that can be used in local
communities for prisoners'
needs. Information on local
community resources will be
used in identifying ' which
counties would be suitable for
a regional jail facility.
The regional jail study staff
consists of associate directors






FRIDAY, JULY 8, 1977 -
7:30 P.M. Beauty Contest
MONDAY„jULY 11, 1977
5:00 P.M 4-H Rabbit Show
7)30 P.Mr Official Opening
7,00 P.M.. 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977
10:00 A.M Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 P.M. Demolition Derby
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1977
10:00 A.M. - Holstein-Friesian Cottle Show
500 P.M. Open Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M. ,.All American Rough Riders
Fire Works •
THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1977
100 P.M. Kiddies Day
600 P.M 4-H & FFA DOIrt.Show
7.00 P.M Horse & Mule Puli
FRIDAY, JULY 15, 1977
1000 A.M Beef Cattle shows
5:00 P.M Family Night .
7:00 P.M. Music Show
Lo 'et! Auditorium
SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1977
10:00 A.M. Hog Show
10:00 A.M. Farm Bureau Day
6:30 P.M. Tractor Pull .
Campana, Kentucky
Association of Counties, and
research assistants Michael
Gardner and Barbara Casey,
both with the Kentucky
Association of Counties.
The staff will be conducting
personal interviews with
county judges, jailers and
other correctional facility
authorities. Project staff will
also participate in nine
regional jailer training
sessions sponsored by the
Kentucky Bureauof Training  





































requested to check th•




one ,ncorrec t insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM








Rowland, Route 1, Box
266, Almo, Ky.

















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking









JESUS STATED in Mark
.7:6, 7 and 9. "Well hath
Esaias prophesied of
you hyprocrites, as it is
written, This people
honoreth me with their
lips, but their heart is
far from me. Howbeit in
vain do they worship
me, teaching for doc-
trines the com-
mandments of men. Full
well ye reject the
commandments of God,
that ye may keep your
own tradition." For
further information
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-0984.











August 18-24. $280 in-
cludes transportation
and lodging with 3
meals at the Grand
Hotel, home of famous
longest porch in the
world. Travel to South
Bend, Ind. then to
Holland, Mich. Visit a
Dutch Village, travel
to Grand Rapids and
then to Traverse Bay.
Travel to Mackinac
straight and stay at
famous Grand Hotel.
Step in history while
you explore the Island
by horse drawn
carriages. (No motor
vehicle allowed on the
Island.) To Salute












*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
WALLIS DRUG
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Call For Pickup and Delivery Service at
153-8951Rogers Service Center
Itle S. Chestier,
•Ges end oil •Meter Tuismips •Ilreke Sorra*
*Muffler & pipes *AN seiner repair.
Comport end Fore* Cars Welcome!
Tom Jones, Expert Mechanic
W H Rogers, Manager
UNIQUE HOME
Rustic home only 2 miles from Murray featuring
"Great Room" with large stone fireplace, large
kitchen, 2 bedrooms and paneling throughout.
Sliding glass doors open onto large concrete
patio ideal for summer bar-b-queing. Excellent












$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut




Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn




5 Lost And Found
LOST SMALL dog, black
long fluffy hair with
white -spot on chest.
Wearing flea collar with



















Office at 205 South 7th or

































South 7th. Deadline June
24, 1977.
HELP WANTED af-
ternoons only. Must be
over 21 years of age.
Four to 5 hours per day.
,Five days per week.




Needed for infant. Start
August or early Sep-















Area Distributor for Rand Mc-
Nally Maps. No selling. Ser-
,ice pre-established accounts.
investment $2,500 to $12,500
secured by inventory and
equipment Write, include
name, address, telephone and
3 ref. to Personnel Director,
NANO, 3108 Montcliar Rd.,
Birmingham, AL 35213, or call
collect 1205 1117842211.
V. 
14. Want To Buy.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
14 Want To But
USED SEWING machine
in good condition, must
have zig zag at-
tachment. Call 753-2950.
LAST CALL featherbeds.
Top price paid. Call 753-
7462 after 5 p.m.
AUTOMOBILE TOW bar.
Complete. Will pay up to
$60. Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
SALE - AIR Con-
ditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed










sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
PLATE GLASS
showcases, we also buy
used showcases. Call
753-1836.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.




$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE T,ax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
L78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters, G70x14" or 15",
828.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
1.60x14" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
L78x16", 8 ply, $41.25






FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We also
buy used air con-
ditioners. Dill Electric,
753-9104 or 753-1551.
FOR SALE: Rex Rotary
D-280 copy machine.
$125. Call 753-6460 M. W.
F. days.
CLEAN CARPETS the
Save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.

















first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.
19,000 BTU G. E. air
condition. $100. Call 753-
8538.
BABY SWING, walker,
car seat and baby
clothes. Call 753-8695.
OUTSIDE DOORS for
mobile home. One girls
bike, Peafowl. Call 474-
2297.
15 Articles For Sale
REMINGTON 25 electric
typewriter Just like












oriental rugs. All wool.






HEAVY DUTY 3 axle
trailer, 3 foot exhaust





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
USED 15 CUBIC ft. deep
freeze. Call 753-7137.
COUCH AND CHAIR, $30.
Call 474-2357 after 5 p.
m.
AUTOMATIC dish-
washer. $50. Call 753-
3704.
GOLD VINYL platform




FOR SALE DROP leaf
dining table. Four




15,000 BTU air con-
ditioner. all 753-4918 or
753-6798
OLD WOODEN BED -
$125, Old table, $40.
Refinished, ready to
use. 1609 College Farm
Rd. Come and see.
ONE GREEN vinyl
recliner. $35. Call 753-
6430.
TRAILER BED, $20. Call
753-2467 after 4 p.m.
GAS COOKING stove,
refrigerator. T. V. and
T. V. chair. Also other
items. Call 753-3867.
30" COPPERTONE gas
stove. Nice $60. Call 436-
2658.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
GRAIN CLEANER.
cleans garlic out of
wheat, cleans corn and
soybeans, also Agri-
Products. Call 753-3000.
1965 CASE DIESEL. New
clutch, new front tires.
Very good condition.
Call 436-2538.
NEW IDEA 2 row corn
shelter. Pull type. UK:
new. Call 753-2276 after-6
p.m
FOR ALL YOUR fenring




GOLF CLUBS - Wilson
X31. Used one. summer,
just like new. Irons 2-9.
also sand wedge and
putter. Woods 1-4 plus
covers and bag and 2
wheel bag boy cart.
Retail for over $400.
Asking, $200. Call 751
8200.
WATER BICYCLE,
aluminum floats 10 ft.
long. Two passenger.
double pedal. Factory
made $200. Call 436-
5431





2506, RCBS reloader and
equipment. 1973 model
Jon boat and trailer. 1974
20 h.p. Mercury motor.
Call between 8 a.m. - 3
p.m. 437-4331.
24 INCH 10 speed bike.
Excellent condition. One
year old. $40. Call 753-
4763.
1973 28' HARRIS pontoon
flote-bote, camper kit









organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
BALDWIN Acrosonic




















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.














Fender jazz bass, $250.
Woodson bass amp,
$450. Call 753-6666 ask
for Mark.
AM-FM stereo, radio and
8 track tape player. With
2 speakers and 2 light
organs. Call 753-0377.





BEAUTIFUL f 12f x 60
mobile home, 100 x 300









Hazel, Ky. 753-2213 or
492-8320.
1974 12 x 60 2 bedroom








washer ana dryer in-
cluded. Also metal
storage building. Call
762-2886 before 4 p.m.
and 753-0894 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE or for rent -
1973 12 x 65 mobile home
on lake. Call 436-2625.
27 Mobe Home Sales
1973 VINDALE 12 x 65
with 7 x 14 expando
living room and 3 x 8 tip




and underpinned. See at
258 Riviera Ct.
12 x 64 1973 Glennbrook
with 8 ft. x loft, tip out in
the living room. Two
bedroom and 1% bath,
carpet throughout,
central air and gas heat,
patio with roof and new.
Located 2 miles off
Backusburg Highway on
a shady 2118 x 160 lot. Call
753-6916.
4-8 WIDE, one bedroom
trailer for sale. Ideal for
lake. Call 436-2306.





out of city limits. One or
2 adults, no pets. Call
753-5405 after 6 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
at Shady Oaks. Call 489-
2533.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
See Brandon Dill at Dills
Trailer Court.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished. With garbage
pickup and water fur-
nished. P.4 miles out of
city limits. $50. ,deposit
and $110 a month. Call
753-5405 after 6 p.m.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.











miniature Poodle. c ray.
For stud service. Call




HENS FOR SALE. Call
474-2361.
41 Public Sales





pair of old vases
(Czecho-Slovak Am-
phore). 5 pieces of
carnival glass, pony
head, good luck,
peacock at urn, vintage
rose bowl, vase with
imperial marking.
Large old piece of
tapestry. Lots and lots of
other items.






Jr. golf clubs, shoe
skates, baby equipment,
household items.
YARD. SALE, 25" RCA
TV in very good con-
dition. A good piano just
been tuned. Almost new
tricycle, small child size
yard swing, summer
and winter clothes, toys,
some kitchen ac-
cessories, etc. 253
Riviera Ct. On Thursday
afternoon 23rd on
Friday 24th all day. Call
753-5519.
YARD SALE, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 9-
6. Highway 94 East.
Turn at Whites Electric,





Rummage Sale - A little
of Everything - very
inexpensive. Saturday
morning 25th, starts 7:00





Saturday night June 25.







BIG THREE family yard
sale. June 25-26,
Saturday-Sunday. Five
miles from Murray on
121 East at Cherry
Corner. Watch for sign.
WILLOW FURNITURE
Sale. 10-15 per cent off
regular price. 4',2





way 1660. Up to 5.99
yard. Material ;LW -
plants - books - etc.
Saturday, June 25th 8-?
SIX PARTY, Carport














located at 16th and
Olive. Includes all
equipment, much of it
new. Has new electric
Bar-B-Que pit. Doing
good business. Mr.
I.yon's health is bad and
doctor has ordered him
to quit work, so a real
bargain can be bought.
Call us for appointment.




South 12th at Sycemore
TELEPHONE 753-1851
JUST LISTED - 4
bedroom brick home on
21 2 acres located ap-
prqximately 4 miles
from Murray. Lovely
yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced






home in nice neigh-
borhood near university.
Roomy home with




located on quiet street.
Priced at only $34,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or drop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Maintt. We
are working hard to





Floored, reedy to me. Or hey e yes bead mid sore. Complete
gad reedy to essemble hI opt. 24160 standard, het era preen,
any size needed. She, the rest thee cease to Castes Beilt sod
boy the hest for less.
CUSTOIll BUILT ROSANA BUILDINGS 7534984
Plant Your Roots
Under These Trees
If you've been looking for a large home with privacy and
room to roam, stop looking and call today. Located
within walking distance of University, this 4 bedroom
home has a family room, kbrary and many other extras.





_.z.„ Loretta Jobs- 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579








































































beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
ON COLDWATER High-
way, one mile from city
limits. House and lot
with four car cleanup
shop in rear. Priced in
low 20's. Waldrop Real
Estate, 206 South 4th,
753-5646, after hours 753-
7249.
FOR SALE TAYLOR
STORE, 8 miles- out of
Murray. Call 753-9964.
THICKLY WOODED
residential lots on US-




Candelite Estates, 5 mi.
North of Murray City





NICE 5 acre building lot,
about 7 miles East of
Murray, and 7 miles
West of Ky. Lake. 500
yards off Highway 94 on
Clyde Hale Road.
$15,000. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street.
Phone 753-5842.
LARGE 2 story frame
home. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an




LOT for sale on Hickory
Drive. One of a few
remaining wooded lots
within the city limits of
Murray. Price just

















fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
807 N. 17TH STREET -
Neat 2 bedroom brick
veneer, electric heat, air







1211 Melrose - why pay




This well located home
features wall to wall
carpeting, draperies,
dishwasher, range.
Large lot. $23,500. Call
for details or come by





44. lots For Sale
LARGE WOODED
- waterfront lot. On Blood
River Bay. Call 436-2427.
FOR SALE - Panorama
Shores. 100' x 120'. Near
water. $1000. City water.
Perfect for lake home.
Call 753-5717.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 2 bedroom,





rental or day care
center. Under $30,000.
Call 753-9799.
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Two-
story brick; 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitchen and
utility room. Furnished
cottage (rental unit) on
back of property. Lovely
trees and lawn, garden.
By appointment only.
Call 753-0423.




113 S. 4th 753-21335
NEW NURSING HOME
Open in La Center, Ky. Accepting application for
residents. State approved for intermediate and
personal care. 24 hour licensed Nursing Care.
Doctors on call. Special diets. Activities Director
and Social Worker.
Coll PIPER'S CENTER CARE HOME
Division of Armour Homes, Inc.
Phone Number 502-665-5681







Saturday June 25, 10 A. N.
Selling at the farm home of Haldon de Emily Glover,
turn West off Hwy. 89 Approx. 5 mi. North of
Palrnersville at Glovers Store Place onto Austin
Springs Rd. or turn East off Ilwy. 118 approx. 2 mi.
South of Dukedom onto Goodsprings Church Rd.
and proceed to sale. Follow Auction Arrows.
NOTE: After many years of collecting Mr. and Mrs.
Glover have decided to share their valuable collec-
tions with you the Public at Put:0k Auction, here my
friends are some rare and choice items. Make plans
now to attend this auction sale.
APPLIANCES, FURNITURE, PAINTINGS, CROaWARES, GLASSWARE,
SILVERWARE'S, TINNERT, PRIMITIVES, COUECTIKES
For Further Information Contact
Ainley Auction
81 Realty Sales
C,ol. Rubert Ainley Haldon & Emily Glover
Auctioneer &Realtor Owners, s22-3o6i
South Fulton, Tn. 479-2906 Palmervville. Th
Plenty of shade- Lunch Available
46 Homes for Sale
HAZEL, NICE frame
house with new paint
and new roof, three
bedrooms downstairs
and one upstairs, with
extra large lot. Price in
low teens. Call 492-8417.
CLEAN NEAT 3 bedroom
house, 5 years old. Nice
garden space. Located
on Southwest edge of
town. Call 753-3903.
BY OWNER - new 4
bedroom, 2',2 bath
house. Just completed.
Deluxe home. Must see
to appreciate. Call 753-
3903.
2 BEDROOM brick at 809
Waldrop. Pay owners
equity and assume V.A.




bedroom brick with 2
baths, family room,
central air and heat,
central vacuum, built in
appliances, large
closets, slate foyer, 2 car
garage add large patio
are a few of the
highlights of this 1850 sq.
ft. home priced at
$47,900. Call 753-8432 for
an appointment.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, central heat and
air. $29,900. Call 753-
6387.
47 Motorcycles
1979 YAMAHA 350,8250 or
trade for topper for long
wheel base truck. Also
four 950 x 16 mud tires,
$50. Call 753-8915.





Call 753-8301 days, 753-
0825 nights.







Call 753-4828 after 3 p.m.
1972 GREMLIN
Automatic Tran-
smission and radio. good
gas mileage and tires
priced at $850.00. Clean
and good condition.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-8432.
1969 VOLKSWAGEN,
good motor. Call 753-
9799.
1969 DODGE, 4 door, air,
local car. $675. Call 753-
4020.
1973 CHEYENNE 10, four
wheel drive, automatic,
power steering, brakes
and air, tilt wheel. In
good condition. Call 489-
2200.
1964 FORD Fairlane.
Good condition. Call 753-
8058 after 5.





Safari. Nine - passenger
station wagon. $1500.
One owner. Call 753-
9206.
1973 VW Super Beetle;
1973 HONDA 350. Good excellent condition.
condition. $500. Call 753- $1,300. call 753-8635.
0320 or 753-8090.
HONDA 360T, brand new,
only 500 miles. $795. Call
753-9920.
1974 ZIA .903 Kawasaki.
Excellent condition. Call
1-901-247-3299.
100 CC Honda trail bike.
Call Ronny Garland,
between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
7534641.
1973 HONDA 750 CC with
extras. $1050. 7,000




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
NICE 1913 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.
1971 TORINO GT. Power





steering, and factory air
with topper. Call 753-
5913 or 753-7865.
1973 CUTLASS Supreme.
Power and air. Sharp.
1968 Ford Galaxie 500.







1972 CHEVY C-10 pickup,
manual shift and
brakes. 48,000 miles..
Good truck. Call 753-
9349. Reduced.






753-7758 after 5 p.m.
1966 CHEVY SUPER
Sport, $900. Call 753-7713
after 2 p. m.
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.
1973 NOVA, 6 cylinder
automatic. $1375. 1972
Ford Torino, power and
air. $1075. Call 489-2595.
1975 COUGAR XR7, gold
with gold vinyl top.
Factory mags and AM-
FM stereo radio. Before
5, call 753-2814 after 5
call 753-7721.
1968 CAMARG heeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-




Sleeps 6. Call 354-8065.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
1970 FROLIC camper 24'.
Good condition. Call 498-
8397.
VENTURE, 18' pop up.




SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for








Call 753-5827 or 753-9618
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
. Steam clean one room at--
8 cents per sq. ft. and we.
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and








home or industrial. Call
Charles Coolisey after






roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,





and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
INSULATE NOW attics




















94 Eas/  1 753-3323lawn none, arid meal enginerepair Reboili Can mowers,$2 5 00 and up. Ridingmowers $100 and op.
Auction Sale
Every Fnelley AMOK 041 Auction House
Penis, Tenn.
This week another load from St. Loui. Glass,
dishes, furniture, nice oak server with glass doors,











Closed Sunday and Monday




exterior. By the hour or










plate, window glass, and




NEED TREES cut, or





weekend? We're open 7














ficient service. NO job







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
51 Services Offered
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




Nesneeweers le the general
erns will be levee It. op-
portunity of bey*
Oreloot Tearer Neese Wisp
apØ.d te ta Mae with op-
tional decorative uteri at •
very low cost.
Premium 30 Side. Yes •
nen pre rated - Trucsferaide
- 40 Ter Gernentee. This
anexial neer product Imes cap-
hued the in 000000 of
benteesniers tirespbeet Me
United States ant ere fed up
with toasts, painting end
otter emaierteeenco costs. ft
will lest yew • lifetime sod
prevides fell insentise sen-
or end winter, es well es
flre protection. Out new
predict can be used ever
*very type ef been, lecledirep
frame,  block,
asbestos, stucco, etc. It
comes e dunce of ciders
end is IMO fps* te be kr
treinced te tie Calloway
Canty Arse. Two bow 
cmbehe. snow piece It. county
end we will nuke It "ter%
year *MN if we can ese year
been for advertising. Fee en
eppoinheent, u.S wftlin 3










Morning. Noon or Evening
RONALD SMITH
PLUMBING CO.




Ky Master Plumber No 4452
51 Services Offered
L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
ELECTRICAL WIRING









436-2712 after 6 p.m.
NEED AN EXTRA hand
to haul hay afternoons











Company Inc. Air con-








of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.
SIGN PAINTING. ('all








WILL HAUL LIME or




FREE - Eight week old
male puppy. Part bird
dog. Short white fur with
tan markings. Call 753-
9496.
FREE - Puppies and
Kittens. Call 753-0634.
CUTE, ADORABLE








week old male. Two are
yellow and white and 1
solid white. Call 753-
3059.
[
FOR SALE - Thirty acres located 3102 miles
West of Murray on Highway 94. This property is
completely protected with Highway 94 on the
North, a restricted subdivision of the East, a
water shed lake on the South, and a road on the
West. City water and Southern Bell Telephone
serve this choice property, also Southwest
Elementary School is only a mile or so away -
ideal for a country home or subdivision. Phone
753-5686.
You Won't Believe This
Attic to Basement
4-Party Patio Sale
Clothing - children and adults, hun-
dreds of articles, ass't. used furniture,
8-tract car stereo, Glass and har-
dware.
804 Sycamore
Hours Friday 10-S Sat. 9-1
Land Auction
Saturday, July 2- 12.110 Noon
Sale will be held 16 miles North of Paris, Tennessee in the Blood River Community. Two
West Off ffiway. 79, 11 miles Northeast of Paris onto Buchanan and Put-year Blacktop, go
4.6 miles to Buchanan Store and U. S. Post Office and turn right. Proceed 2.8 mats to
blacktop to right, ben right and follow Blood River Church Road 2.7 moles to tam,. Watch
for Sale Arrows.
421 Acres Of Open and Wooded Land
Selling To Highest Bidder
FREE LUNCH
A Pre-Auction Inspection is invited - Representative will be on the grounds Sunday, June 26, 1-5 P. M.,
Thursday, June 30, 1-5 p. m., and Friday, July I, 10:00 a. m. 5:00 p. m.
BEING OFFERED IN 9 TRACTS
TRACT 1-55 Acres-. On blacktop road, practically all tillabe. Flat level second bottom land that will
continue to produce for you year after year. Has 1,142 feet blacktop frontage with excellent building site.
TRACT 11-35 Acres - . With 1,142 feet of blacktop frontage with older frame home. Has approximately
7-8 acres of woods. Half is flat level land and balance is gently rolling. Across the road from Tract I.
TRACT III-27L2 Acres -4- . Wooded tract with 2,387 feet of frontage on gravel road. Tract is covered in
hardwood timber that has-not been cut in a number of years. Excellent for home site or just as an in-
vestment.
TRACT IV-25 Acres +. With 1,388 feet of gravel road frontage. Mainly a wooded tract. The timber has
been cut\c&ff this tract last year. Has approximately 3 acres sown in pasture.
TRACT V - 169',2 Acres -4- . Over 4,500 feet of frontage on one gravel road, 1,834 feet on another gravel
road. A great portion of this farm is planted in corn and soybeans. Balance has hardwood and pine. Here
is a tract that is mostly productive and can be an asset to any of the other tracts. Has beautiful bill top
home site with trees overlooking a pond.
TRACT VI - 6 Acre tract of land with 424 feet of frontage. Major portion is planted in soybeans. The per-
fect size for a home or mobile home.
TRACT VII-28 Acres +. With 1,019 feet of frontage. Approximately 12-14 acres tillable and planted in
soybeans. Balance is in timber that has not been cut on this tract recently.
TRACI4W-20 Acres With 1,428 feet of frontage. Perfect tract to install a private lake and have
homesites overlooking it. TRACTS VI, WI, & VIII are adjoining on the South side of a gravel road.
TRACT IX-55 Acres +. On gravel road. Joins Tract V on the North Has approximately 15-20 acres
open. Balance in wooded pines. Don't miss this opportunity for a small farm that can be greatly im-
proved with a small amount of cleaning and seeding.
CONSIDER THESE POSSIBILITIES:
(i) Only webs from Keintecky lake that banishes seine of the greatest fishing, homing, end heating activities in Tennessee
(2) Tracts excellent for funning
(3) Tracts ensilage for hailliag
(4) Trivet, fa Wong deer wed MO game
(5) Any size hart or fermi that yeti desire
(6) land is year seiondest investment.
TERNS: 70% down day of sole leilence upon Delivery of Deed within 60 cloys
POSSESSION: Upon 1177 Corn and loan Harvest
OWNERS RETAIN THE RIGHT TO COMBINE ANY Oft All TRACTS
FOR MORE INfORMATIOW CONTACT OWNERS
Graves C. Leggett
Route I, Milbngton, Tennesmt
Phone 101429-1402
Or Rout. I




Harm 1 Aleiander. Auctioneer lic No 61
Off 239 University Sr Phone 5111 4244, Martm, Tennessee-
)eI TOSS
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Fresh, tender, and juicy
beef is always a People
Pleaser at Jim Adams.
We cut Iowa, corn-fed
U.S. Choice Beef.
Only the best carries the
IGA TABLERITE label.
Come on by Jim Adams
enjoy IGA TABLERITE BEEF.
NOW. . Buy your meat the way a restaurant
buys it! Buy different cuts in sections, vacuum
packaged to insure fresh, juicy, tender, beef.
Ws a-neW way to buy beef at Jim Adams.
WIN. . . Free Cash
Bankroll!
Thu Week's Cash Award
$ 00






































U.S. CHOICE CHUCK ROAST
METZGER • IN THE PIECE
BOLOGNA 























BONELESS•LEAN-CUT IN CUBES 
$1 19
 LB.
EXTRA LEAN & TENDER
CUBE STEAKS LB
U.S. CHOICE LB.
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST $109
'1"
A NEW WAY TO BUY MEAT!.
U.S. CHOICE • IGA TABLERITEIBEEF
WHOLE BEEF RIB
CUT UP FREE!
CUT THE WAY YOU 
$ 1 49
WANT IT - INTO
ROASTS & STEAKS LB.
22 LB. -28 LB. AVG. WT.





CAN 99Reg. Price $1.29 







































CD PINTO Or NORTHERN
BEANS
303 SIZE CAN
4 FOR $ 00
KRAFT • SOFT MAXI CUP -
MARGARINE
S 59


















Prices good thru Tuesday,
JUNE 28, 1977
Quantity Rights Reserved.
We Accept U.S.D.A.
FOOD STAMPS
SOUTHSIDE
OPEN
SUNDAY
'PUF
I. 
FED RICE
or WHEAT 3
P1
al
•
a
